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. there is a need for regulation of'the unfairly. Leanne Winnefeld said, "I 
. · · · < '.:. ·· · with this policy." policy," said De Aloia. /1 As an athlete, am appalled by the fact that everyone 
. By Kathy·ostael ; < . According to Fogelson, the policy I'd be.embarrassed to drink during has to be slapped on the wrist." 
. ·The Xavier. N. ew·· s· ,,;;,,e·. is not_ n_ew, but his_ torically, it has h Many s· tudents asked 'f the pol' ..,. .. bee t e season arid ldon't think any.one . . 1 . icy . ·.·., .. _... · :·. •· · . . n ori the coaches' and athletes' · could perform drinking alcohol." restricted t_hem from attending 
.·. : col~~j~~~~~~~1:u~~-:-~~~es~iiaent. ·. :c~~l~e:~~~ ~
1
~~:~~~~1::hl~~~~ fel~~~;~!;~:r~~~~~;~~~~~d~:- r:i~'.~~ ~~f~~~ga~~ ~~~sba~~~sf~~m 
·· ~()yeff\m~~t)\55QCiatioifseriateJssue · a growing problem. "We need to . the crime ofa few individuals. going to parties, but we don't encour-
Raising for:Um:Jast .Wednesaay; the einphasize what's already in place-- . . age them to go out because by being 
issuefook'iidifferenttiirnas the·. that th~re is an alcohol policy," said "It seems to 'me like you arc there they open themselves up to 
dise\l~sionfocuSed on alcohol and Fogelson. "We ~o have the right to punishing people who haven't done accusation." . 
:. athletes>,,., < >.. > . .. . . s:t t~isasast~ndard, We have very anything," said Sabrina DiBiagio, Redwine said, "I don't see a major 
; : <At.the'..foryim~.the:panelConsisted .. . high ~XJ?t;~tattQflS of a~I our athlet~s ·member of the rifle tea in. · problem \Vith a player .going out after 
· · · f·J :ff•·F · · J · ....... d .. · .. · · .... ·f .. h··1 · . as they repres. ent X~.vie,r; so. \Ve.set._, . · "I'd 't. · d t b ·t · · t. d l'k. I a game a d h · g a bee· b t Id 't ··:·-:-o .· e ... Qge ~Q,'".)!,~~tQJ,O at etics,. , ,,.f .d d. "'cl"~-- ___ ,. "f'.thr t .,f "'"·· ;: ;< . qr-'-"ne(? . Q.,. e._ rea E! .) . . e ... ,. '. , . 11 , aym .. · :r~ u . on 
;~t~~~r~~~~t::~!~l?:~~~~:f~¥~~~~~ti~.:~'.:t?!1a~J~.~;;#t~~~:cy::~'a·.····~e'~:.
0
_ .•. -wjrfril;~rJ;;~~1iif6riiti~:~~~t~arn>.·· . ;~~·ri~~u~i~~'~about·itbecause 1' 11 
,. crosscoui1try tea1n'. •'fhemoderator . :Reawm~ agreed tha~ th~re is a ·" · 1'1 dbn't need allyonestanclingover · . . The.suggestion was brought up · 
. of the discussibri~\vas Senator Wil- n_eed foran ~lcohol pohc~ 111 regards my shoulder saying I can't havethat. - that th.ere needs to be more positive 
.'.o.liainCunioi\;: ·· (. toa~hletes._ Beca~seyour~.at~letes, beer." · .·. . feedback.fromthcathleticdcpart-
. ? . The X~\lier U11iy<:rsi~ .• ~lc~hol you r~ u_nd,~r a ~ICr?scope, said. . . fogclson said," There's such . ment to.me atnlet1c teams ... It WC 
:Ipohcyst~.tes_('.~ayic:?rUniversity Re~wme. We have to have a stricter overreactioi1 to this·fpolicyl, we're had more positive feedback we 
.~: cor:i5idets(i!c()ho!i¢.beyerages as .· pohcy bccat~se whenev~r we lath- . , not ouuheie looking for people/' wouldn't be so irate about negative 
: \:dnigs:thah'.:an'.be mist.ised and··. . letes) are d~mg,~omethmg wrong, it s Cunion agreed, "The policy is not things." 
.. :: ab\lsedY Use.ofalcoholinviolation of under.sc1'1;1tiny. . . designed.to catch people, it's de> "I think that (lack of positive 
·; teamtrainirjg.J;\ifos will thell:pennit. The pomt was stressed that an . signed to help people." feedback I is a failing on our part and 
. ·······sanctions tO be impased consistent·· · athlete shou.ld not us~ alc~h?I durmg However, many of the athletes still we need to turn our attention to 
. . ·· " · .~ ,.; . · ,:·~ '>: · , their season. "I agree 1mphc1tly that felt like they were being treated that," said Fogelson. 
'. !h!~1!~~er·~~,GJ.l~.!~de!:,!~1~e 1~;,1.i1n~r111tarflllllil'.;.• ... · .•.. · ·' The Xavier Newswire : · · .. disturbed about this lack of mvolve- ::t 
--------~--·-· -- · · ment; according tq senior Marion 
Afteryears ofcleliberation; the. . · resident, Steve Carney. "After years 
. •.decisiOnregardi)lg the fuhue()L. .· .. ofsuppqsed developing ofindepen-
.. · Marion Hall _has finally been made; . dent criti~~I thinkingabilities, they 
. at the end of the 199lspring semes- · -~- apparently consid_er these abilities to 
ter, the men's honors house will be be absolutely wo~thless. They tr.eat . • 
dosed. us 'with the same consultation' as the 
.. The reasons ar~ primarily finan- students of the Montessori schooL" ·· 
cial. "It .would beimpmdent to "They arc doing this because.the .· 
spend over onemillio11 dollars to: university is not willing to use the 
renovate a building _that could only resources to proni()te honors hous-
... house 30 students;'' said Dr. Arthur • ing," agreed senior Marion resident· 
· · Shriberg, vke president for St.uderit Sam Lind. . 
. ·_·. _Developn1ent,. · · In a letter to all Marion residents, 
·· The Executive committee, com- the committee expressed its concern 
pri~ of._vi~e presidents and the · ··about ''.1: appropriate housing for the 
·.. interiin'president, rea~hed the · · current residents of Marion Hall and 
· decisiOn \Vithm1tthe ~nput.of stu- ·. 2~ the immed,jate arid long-term 
•.• dents. '!We assumed that mariy; · . . future of honors housing on campus." 
people af Marion would be unhappy "No. one enjoys this kind of deci~ 
about thedecisiOn,'' 5aidShr~berg, ·. sion, but we feel it is necessary for. the 
.. · when'askecfwhy students weren't . well-being of allour students," said : 
involved. · · Shriberg. · 
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Carnpus;:_p,.ans for· -Great. 
Arnerican-~sinokeout 
·The Great American 
Smokeout is one comi'onent 
of. the American Cancer· 
Society's commitment to 
educate the.public aoo.ut 
tobacco's da~gers, anci · 
offering support to smokers. 
. who have to quit. · · 
The Great American 
Smokeou t will take place 
T~urSda}'; Nov. 15,,and its 
purpose is to' give students, 
_f~culty and staff who smoke 
· the opportunity to try 
quitting for' just 24 hours. 
The goal of the 1990 . 
.American Cancer Society's 
Great American Smokeout 
is fo help _at least one in · 
every five smokers (20%) to 
give up cigarettes for the 24-
hour period. · 
·-Whatcan you do to 
participate in the Great· 
American Smokeout? 
If you are a smoker, ask a 
I '1" .. ftt 
•.nonsmoker to sponsor: you 
· on this day. Stop by the 
information table outside 
the cafeteria. and receive 
buttons; balloons and 
literature to encourage your 
efforts. 
Call the Office of Resi-
dence Life and ask for a 
copy of"Adopt a Smoker" 
adoption papers. This is a 
contract between you, the 
smoker, and your sponsor, 
. agreeing to commitment on 
· Nov.15. · 
If you are a nonsmoker, 
ask a smoker if he/ she 
would like to be adopted 
· during the Great American 
· Smokeout. Provide gentle 
encouragement, but don't 
force someone to do this. 
Please feel free to direct 
questions regarding the 
Great American Smokeout 
to Anne Massaro, director 
of Residence Life. 
. . . . · photo· by Diana _Staab 
Linda Weiker <right), professor in·the Co~n;,unication Arts 
Department, awards BarbieKreuz the Speaker ExcelJenceAu;ard 
for the _best speech on "Isolation vs. Intervention.". Kruez was 
chosen out of 12 other competitors participating in ·the Speaker 
''.X,''traordinaire Contest last Tue5day. · · · 
Seminars for ·dev~lop~e.nt 
Xavier's Center for Management and Professional Develop-
ment is offering two seminars. . · · · . · . . · .. · . 
cost of poor.writing, analyzing the a_udience an~ strategies for 
effective revision. Dr. Roman Schweikert, former chair of the. 
. Education department, will be the _fe~tured speaker~:. . .. ·. . 
• "Dual Success Roles For Women" is the topic for the . 
seminar Nov. 16, from_8:30 a.m. fo 4 p.m. Issues ijnclu,de 
career design strategies, child care and building a stmng 
network. The featured speajer will'bel)r. Miriam Finch, 
professor of Communication Arts at Xavier .. For further· 
details on seminars, cal.I 745-3394. · · · 
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The moral of 
the story: 
Talk is cheap 
·. Funny things, rumors. You never know quite how they 
begin, but once they get started, there's no telling where 
they'll end. : 
. . _The past few weeks have been a clear ex?mple o_f the 
idiocy of listening to rumors - and I, certainly, am, as 
guilty as the next person for giving credence to · · 
. unsubstantiated chatter, even if just for a moment. :B.u.t 
, given the nature ofthe ru.mors, and th~ barrage of cntt-
cism simultaneously received by the newspaper, even the 
most preposterous seemed possible, an~ not~i~g was . 
certain until it was- or wasn't - seen m wntmg. ·I have 
· no intention to repeat here what was flyin!? all over. . 
campus last week, you've probably heard 1t: the Xav~e~ 
grapevine is efficient in that respect. In fact, I'd be ~1lh~g 
to bet you could tell me more about my future as eq1tor-m-
chiefthan I could ever guess. But I'd like to take the space 
to print my all-time favorite Newswire rumor, that we put 
typos into copy deliberatelr to mak~ a st~t.ement. O~, 
sure. The paper has been,!1ddled ~1th m1stakes~·bu:t1f we 
had'time:to sit around and strategically place a fe~v, .. 
mistakes to make others look bad, \vouldn't it stand to 
reason that we'd take the time to improve layout techni-
calities to make ourselves look good? Then again, I forgot: 
this is rumor. Reaso~ plays no part. 
As you thumb through this 28- (yes, 28-) page issue, 
you'll notice an unprecedented 7-page sp~ead for perspec-
. tives, largely taken up by letters to the ~d1tor .. I.n these 
letters the Newswire is criticized for its insensitive ap-
proach to several groups of people, people w.ith ~iffer.ent 
perspectives on !He, different life-styles an.d. l~fe s1 tuations. 
I have also have received both personal criticism and 
criticism of part or all of my staff for printing those highly 
controversial opinions. Perhaps we should have handled 
the range of articles in the Oct. 31 issue differen~ly -
faculty and administrative criticism has highlig?te? 
important considera~o!'s ~or the future. The co~nc1dental 
layout and content s1mllanty does appear to pamt a one-
sided picture that ~ven t~o disclaimers did not pha.se. The 
response has been mcred1ble. Letters have p~ured 1~ and · 
we've tried to accommodate as many as possible. It 1s 
reassuring that, at least fort~~ ~omel\t, campt.is-wid~ 
apathy has been pierced. Cr;itic1ze, comment, complam -
just WRITE, That's why_we re here. . 
Unfortlinately, some of the ~st letters with th~ stron-
gest stands we are unable to pnnt: the authors di~ not 
sign them. While the Newswire will respect the wishes of 
· a writer who does not want his or her name to appear ~t 
the end of a letter to the edi_tor, such as a letter we received 
· from a young woman who is a lesbian at Xavier, we must 
know that person's name for.o~r own -records. It is far too 
easy for someone to write af1ctttous o~ harmful lett~r and 
sign.it with' a pseudonym; or, worse, sign a letter with 
someone else's name to make that person look bad. We 
must verify all letters to the editor, even if those.names are 
not to appear in the actual ne:vspaper. I apologize to those 
whose letters did not appear m the paper for these or o.ther 
reasons (mainly lack of space), and welcome any questions 
or identification to enable us to print the "unsigned" 
letters we've received. 
• :·_i·':. 
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Black and white-What's going on? 
-By William Cun ion 
Newswire Columnist 
Even I cannot believe the 
hype generated by the Octo-
ber 31st issue of the Newswire. 
I admit, some of the opinions 
expressed were a tad on the 
bitter side, but some of the 
responses are downright 
insulting. OK, you violently 
disagreed with editorials; then 
it is your first amendment 
right to say so. What truly 
bothers me is the attitude that 
such columns should never 
have been printed. (There 
was rumor of di5continuing 
printing the Newswi~e and 
firing many of its editors! I 
hope that this is not true, but 
even a rumor of such scares 
the hell out of me.) 
I am so frustrated that I 
could scream; but would 
anyone hear me? Please . 
listen: there is a valid race 
problem in the U5. today. 
The.economic gap grows 
wider every day and no one is 
willing to seriously address 
the question of why. Our 
politicians pay lip service to 
the lack of true racial equality 
but fail to really do anything 
to set us on the course that we 
briefly glimpsed through the 
eyes of Dr. Martin Luther 
King, Jr. in the 1960's. 
The problem is so bad 
that few journalists are even 
willing to mention the 
problem. The reason is 
obvious: the only way to 
alleviate the economic gap is 
to discriminate against white 
males,. which will only 
intensify the greater problem 
of racism itself. Thus, the 
racial problem thatperme-
ates our society continues to 
be ignored. I wo.uld love to 
insert right here the solution. 
I cannot. , 
Add to my frustration my 
fear for the future of our 
society and you =will realize 
why I cannot ignore the. 
widening gap. The straight 
fact is that blacks are becom-
ing a permanent socio-
economic underclass in 
American society. And as I 
said before, the only solution 
is reverse discrimination. 
Some of the theology courses 
taught here advocate such 
programs as Affirmati.ve 
Action in order to achieve 
the gr~ater good of racial 
equality. This would be 
great if everyone were · 
liberal enough to accept such 
practices. Since we as 
humans are generally 
motivated by self interest, 
programs that discriminate 
are predestined long-term 
failures. Thus, progress is a 
genuine ''Catch-22," and it is 
paralyzing our.soci~ty a~d 
will someday np this nation 
apart. Idealistic solutions are 
easy to come by, but realistic 
ones have thusfar evaded us 
and do not appear to be on 
the horizon. 
My point, from which I 
have somehow strayed, is 
that we are in deep, and the 
first step for us, as blacks and 
whites, to begin seriously 
discussing our feelings about 
race. Perhaps honest dia- ·· 
logue will reveal a way that 
we can begin to close the gap. 
What choice do we have at 
this point? Therefore, 
whether or not you agree 
with what was said, you 
should take seriously such 
editorials-not to be of-
fended, but to be aware of 
how we perceive each other. 
I think the real problem is 
that we, mainly the whites, 
are ashamed to admit our 
dream of equality has failed 
to materialize. Furthermore, 
we have difficulty in admit-
ting that no progress has 
been made in bringing us 
closer. Nineteen years ago, 
Marvin Gaye released his 
classic "What's Going On" 
album, an eloquent statement 
of the frustrating plight of a 
black man trying to attain 
equality in America. As our 
country continues to divide 
itself, "What's Going On" is 
unfortunately still an accu-
rate assessment of America. 
Two decades later, the 
situation is still aggravating 
to "make me wanna holler." 
AA~Nc;p-;n,~ minded apprpach 
;'·,., 
-\~~~;~1~~ 
---,------.,..-.,...-;--,----. · wrote this listening to Bach) 
By L.J. Weislak 
Newswire Col~mnist 
.- and critical thinking skills I 
_ . have learned reading 
-Before I be~in, allow me : . 
to express my gratit~(le to . • . 
the theology department for 
using class time tO discuss 
the articles myself and my 
fellow columnists write. Let 
me also congratulate them 
fQr speaking ori.behalf:of .-
non~heterosexuals even if it 
requiresgoing.agaii"lst 
Roman Catholic teaching 
-_ Cicero and Virgil in Latin. I 
· read and_ interpreted our 
mission statement and then 
realized.upon critical 
reflection that since Xavier 
context of the American 
dream. When ourgraridfa-· 
thers arrived in this land 
many years ago, the premise 
was that hard wor~ and .·-
determination wouldpayoff. 
People would not look at.race 
or sex but at the person~s .·• 
qualifications. It gave pe0ple · 
an incentive to work and 
. challenge themselves. 
Affirmative action takes this 
incentive and self pride 
away. Affirmative action is 
indeed contrary to American 
ideas of self reliance and self-
pride. Instead, it substitutes 
these values withfactionism, 
laziness and low self-esteem. 
As if this were not bad 
·enough, it also destroys the 
incentive of others' work. 
ployee to sue the employer if 
_ accepted under an affirma- he. felt he was discriminated_ 
tive action program the against. The law pertained to 
British-American was not. - the individual on a case by 
Now the intent of the pro- case basis not within groups -
- gram was to h~lp the person · as·a whole. The deathblow to 
most in need who had to . _the case was Johnson VS; 
struggl~, the Bri tish-Ameri- · . Transportation agency, Santa -_ 
can; however, instead of. Clara County. Jn the case~ . 
helping the man who broke the Agency, although acquit-
the most barriers, it helped ted of discrimination charges, 
the man who did not · was forced to hire the em~ 
struggle. Imagine Joe, our ployee regardless becau.se of .· 
blue-collar steel worker. Joe discrimination iri the past; 
is not a racist, but he becomes Yesterday discrimination of 
one when he sees less quali- the past has become discrin1i-
fied people promqted over nation in the present against 
others, wheri he sees people the majority~ (To assure · 
shout racism! racism! every those readers who believe • 
night on the news, and when that columns are non-factual 
he hears. people tell him that I give.thefollowing'citations: 
he himselfoppresses African- United Steel Workers of 
· Americans and is racist America·VS; Weber (1979), _ . 
.- 'merely because he is Euro- · Griggs vs. Duke Power < · -
arid Xavier's Mission : 
statemerit., They speak for 
those who in the theology 
depa.rtment's yiew obvi-
ously are not able or 1.ack 
the audacity .to speak for 
themselves in person on 
.campus. They are indeed 
deeply indebted as is the 
Black Studen~ Association 
for their continual support 
and justification of their 
causes. Letiile' end this -
topic by stating that :'com-
is a Catholic sehool which 
must deferid Catholic · 
church teaching and 
Catholic doctrine condemn 
non-heterosexuality, any 
Xavier support for non-
heterosexual.s goes against 
not only the teachings of St. 
Francis Xavier but Pope 
John Paul II teaching. It 
reduces Xavier's mission 
statement the essence of the 
- school into a cocktail 
napkin. 
Take thisfactual example: 
there were two meh,.the 
British~American man came 
from a poor family the . -
African-American man from 
a wealthy family: Both were 
outstandingacademically · . 
and in fact the British-
American was student 
councffpresident, the Afri- · 
can-American vice~pre.sident 
Both applied to th¢ 5as.ne 
selective'school.··However, 
the African-American was 
pean-American. (Notice the . Company {1973), Civil ~ights 
similarities between this · . Actof1964Title VII). lleave 
. argument and Dr; Gudorf'sa to you to' figure out how it 
. week ago.) Joe then becomes conflicts with the constitu-
ing out of thecloset"Js not·•_._ 
The issue up for today is 
affirmative action. Affir-
- mative action' is where 
.certain minorities are given 
· jobs even though they may 
not be as well qualified as 
-another candidate. Look at 
it critically within the 
- racist. · - tiori. (It should be obvious.) -
My next point of attack i.s - The point_isJhatis·if you 
this. Affirmative action is not want to end racism and -· · 
only unconstitutional but discrimination, you:must end 
also in its current fonri a - affirmative action.and such 
-1!'isapplication of.the law, · ---. - -- things as the' BSA whkh ate ... _-. 
--under which it was created. ·.by nat~re discriminato1yarid 
TheCivil Rights Act of1964 ·_ segregationist. Reverse• 
(Title Vil) allows an em- _ racism'.is:alive and well. 
The Jargerproblem 
Re1Giaj.1 segregation does exist at Xavier 
. · .- ·.·. · ·- .· · se re ation?-The Black - into their own small groups, everyone. As students, ~e will irnpr.ove the quality of 
By]onathari Herman _. St~de~'t Association; like . and try and find things to do · must look at our ow~' will- _campus life, strengthen th? 
Guest Columnist - . other minority organizations, that relate to.their O\_Vn . in~n~~s to take l?art m -· sens? of a sc~ool com~un,1ty 
· ·· · is designed to provide equal interests. This occurs with activities that will lead us to and :improve ~he value of our 
representation in s~hool m~ny s~dents; black,- white, und~rstan~ eac~ othe: better. Xavier education. 
Two weeks ago, ~n. article 
appeared in the Newswire 
entitled "5elf segregation 
CitllorliyD(> Harm/'·-.rt.is 
apparentto me that it's 
author lacks' a certain_ . _ 
amount of understanding of .. 
the.probieln; 'frue enough, .. 
racialself segregati()ri does -. 
exists on'this campus~ but 
it's·cause is neithedhe Black 
Student As5oCiation or -
J\lpha Kappa Alpha .. If that 
was 50, how-would you 
explain the banding together 
of .Hispanics, Asians, and 
other groups with similar .-
culfural background.son this 
campus. Black students 
segregate themselves no 
more than any other minor-
ity group on this campus. · 
Do you feelthat th~ l~tema­
tional Students Society, 
Everywomon, and the Irish 
Society also promote. self 
concerns, and provide Hispanic, or other. Ma.n~. Making strives m these _areas 
cu1tura1 activities fonhe black students seek activ1t1es ,......--~T~h=-. -e-.-:,.X~·a__;,v.-:1.:--e-r~.-=.N:-:-.. e-w~. -s-w'."'". -;;.,r-e~· -----:-i 
benefitof all students. In at UC where a larger black 
doing so, BSA increases the studentpopulation holds 
availability of cultural - more black cultural ~vents. 
experiences that enlightens ·But w~y should Xavier 
it's participants and breaks students depend on ·events . 
down racial barriers. - held at UC in order to. have 
. . . h. b som~thing to do. Hence, .. 
. In my opinion t IS pro - AKA was formed With the 
lem exists beca1_1~ of a intention of providing an . 
gre~ter, mor~ d1~ficult one. option of black cultural 
Soc1ally, Xavier 1s not a . -. interest The limit of 5ocial 
schCX?I for everyone. Every options and the lack of social 
year 1t seems the freshman racial-interaction leads to self 
class gets larger _and every_ segregation. And that self 
year more stu.dents transfer. segregation, lack of together-
'Y~kend options ~re usually ness, leads to the absence of a 
hm1t~d to keg parhe~ an~ bar sense of school community. 
hopping. Though this may - · 
be fine for some, for others Ifwe are to make a 
it's not a viable option and change, a concerted effort 
many blacks and minority must be made by the stu-
students don't participate. dents, administration and 
Consequently,_social racial SGA: SAC should play a 
- interaction is often limited. larger role in weekend 
Under these circumstances programming and sponsor 
these studen_ts band together, e.vents.that. are aimed at . 
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Black. Student Association unified against.editoriol 
Being one of BSA's vice-
presidents, I take pleasure 
in breaking down your 
· a rgu men t "beef by beef". 
Firstly, the Black Student 
Association cannot segre-
gate itself because segrega-
tion is an act committed by 
an oppressor to separate 
himself /herself from the 
oppressors. 
Secondly, how can we 
bond with students of 
others races before bonding 
with ourselves? We are a . 
people proud of a hidden 
history, one we must try 
daily to learn about. _It is 
white America who is 
responsible for that missing 
link to our true culture. · 
This does not make us hate 
all white people, but it 
clearly shows that we 
cannot unite with white 
students until we come 
together as a race. 
Thirdly, the United 
States works not for equal 
opportunity, but for delay 
, of a rccurringxevolution. 
The.only. time hostility .ly.ill 
f iirrn is·wtien··"papcr laws" 
(like Affirmative Action) 
and other false saving graces 
are allowed to make us 
believe we arc equal, but we 
remain treated as inferior 
~pie. Besides, any "minor-
ity" will tell you, give us 
human rights before equal 
rights. History does after all 
have a way,of repeating 
itself. : 
Groups like The Black 
Student Association, Alpha 
Kappa Alpha, and the 
International Student Society 
do not destroy what Xavier is 
trying to acrieve. In fact, 
they offer the aspects of unity 
that have been missing in 
some larger; organizations on 
campus. As a white student, 
a white human being, you 
have never known true 
oppression.: Your parents 
have suffered no racial 
tragedies. You simply do not 
see that there is so much 
subtle and blatant racism 
affecting African-American 
people that .we can only 
- afford to depend on each 
other.- '· ,,, · ·' 
. Many of }riy, brother and. 
sisters here .were, initially; 
too u set to sa too much on 
Racism issue sho~ld be 
explored· by Newswire' 
In regards to the editorial 
"Self segregation can only do 
harm," I would personally 
like to thank the author for 
finally speaking up on an 
issue so often avoided 
because it is considered 
"racism." I expect that most 
of the responses to the article · 
~will be from AK.A. and 
B.S.A. students saying that 
they don't "segregate" 
themselves like the author 
says, but they are grouping 
together to support certain 
causes. 
- Wake up guys! Jf 
"whites" for example, had 
Miss White U.S.A., White 
History Month, United 
Caucasian College Fund, 
White Students Association, 
etc., etc., etc., whites would 
definitely be considered 
racists. 
Racist comments against 
whites are made ori an 
almost "daily" schedule on 
shows like OJ>rah, Arsenio, 
and Bill Cosby. Speaking of 
Bill Cosby, did you know he 
made a speech at Notre 
Dame the night before 
commencement for black 
students and alumni only? 
That isn't racist? While I'm 
on a roll ... How about those 
T-shirts that say, "It's a black 
thing, you wouldn't under-
stand." G!V~ ME A BREAK! 
If those students need more 
examples, I could probably 
write a book! To many 
people, I may be considered 
narrow minded, and if I am it 
is not because of lack of 
communication or a "bad 
experience," the excuses so 
often given ... It is the result of 
taking a good. long look at 
how things w,prk. 
Thanks again to the 
Newswire editorial staff for a 
great artic~e. \ 
i 
-Michele DeRose 
the subject. Personally, I sec 
you as one of many who 
become apprehensive and 
fearful when you see us · 
"rally 'round the flng" (red, 
black, and green). Therefore, 
you do not upset me. Deal-
ing with you rationally is the 
only way to combat your 
obvious ignorance of our 
purpose. 
The black student organi-
zations on campus are meant 
for blacks exclusively, but we 
are compatible when ap-
proached rationally. 
I would suggest that, 
before so rashly accusing us 
of "self-segregation", you 
think before speaking. 
-Khary K. Turner 
Administrative Vice-
President, Black Student 
Association 
Why is it that Asians, 
Hispanics, and other ethnic 
groups at Xavier University 
can interact and commune 
among themselve$ and · 
· no th i hg i_~ ·ey~~ said' about it? 
Why is it that when African 
'·,Americans commune and 
interact among themselves it 
suddenly becomes a threat? 
Every ethnic group has· 
organizations that promote 
their particular interests. It 
would be illegal to ask 
someone else to speak to for 
us as African Americans. 
Colleen Hartman has demon-
strated an utter ignorance of 
her subject matter. 
In response to her com-
ments on Affirmative Action, 
she further demonstrates a 
lack of knowledge on how 
the program functions. First 
of all, quotas are illegal. 
Affirmative Action was 
designed to put qualified 
minority applicants into jobs 
that they might be disenfran-
chised from because of 
racism. Minorities at Xavier 
comprise a very small 
percentage of the total 
population of this campus. 
With that in mind, we must 
be sensitive to the particular 
needs of each minority group 
of the University. 
. Alpha.Kappa Alpha, 
sorority, a predominantly 
African American Greek 
organization, is a service 
I 
oriented organization com-: 
mitted to uplifting their race 
through positive means. The 
Black Student Association of 
Xavier University is designed 
to promote the general 
interest and welfare of 
students of African American 
descent. 
Before one group can 
interact with another, there 
must be cultural and racial 
uniformity. This is a basic 
rule that holds true for all 
groups. We the proud 
African Americans of Xavier 
University make no apolo-
gies for standing on our own, 
and urge Colleen to stop 
veiling her racist ideas and to 
grow beyond her petty fears 
and inadequacies. 
-The Black Student 
Association and Alpha 
Kappa Alpha Sorority, Inc. 
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As the chair of Xavier 
University's Human Sexual~·. 
ity Committee, it is impera-
tive that I respond to the 
article, "An Open Letter to 
Xavier's Gay Community" in 
the Oct. 31 issue of "The 
Xavier Newswire." I found 
the letter offensive to both 
the heterosexual and· homo-
sexual.communities. 
The mission of Xavier 
University is to "provide all 
students with a supportive 
· learning environment." A 
world ofdiversity is a fact of 
life. Since it is estimated that 
gays make up 10%of the 
population, it is probable that 
a substantial percentage of 
the people here at Xavier fall 
into that category. But even 
if there were just one person, 
he or she should be able to 
find Xavier a "supportive 
environment." Generaliza-
tions and name calling·add to 
misconceptions and cloud the 
issues .. Rooted in Scripture; 
: · our Jesuit Catholic identity 
l would like to express my 
opinion concerning the Oct. 
31 ~ article, "An open letter to 
the unknown Xavier gay 
community." · 
To say that your "letter'' to 
the "unknown Xavier gay 
community" was not "gay 
bashing is to assume that 
your audience is incredibility 
ignorant and naive. I found 
almost every line to be 
offensive. It is exactly that 
type of attitude that pro-
motes homophobia, and I am 
ashamed as well as scared to 
call you a fellow peer. AIDS 
is a disease that affects all 
sexes, not just homosexuals. 
The truth is that Reagan 
would not even fund AIDS 
research until it started to 
affecUhe heterosexual 
p0pulation. What does that 
. say to society? A 
homosexual's life should be 
valued less than a 
heterosexual's? I pray to God 
it does not. AIDS is a disease 
that is not curable, but is 
preventable, and that is the 
. point. It will not help the 
families who have lost loved 
ones to point the finger at 
anyone group. 
·.The interference that 
homosexuals willingly 
.choose to take "the long, 
desolate, harsh road" is 
idiotic~as if someone 
Letters to the Editor 
calls each of us to treat all 
people as individuals with 
dignity, particularly in · 
sensitive situation. 
If there is to be dialogue 
around these issues, and· 
there will be, let us recall 
from the Mission Statement 
that "Xavier isan educational 
community dedicated ... to the 
orderly discussion of issues 
confr:onting society." It is my 
hope that we could support a 
campus dialogue on the 
many dimensions inherent in 
this issue in a context charac-
terized by candor, mutual 
respect and freedom of 
expression. As welook at the 
multifaceted sides of this and 
other controversial issues, I 
pray the university commu-
nity will strive toward the 
Ignatian ideal, "offinding 
God in all things." 
-Sr. Elaine Wellinger, 
H.M., 
Chair, Human Sexuality 
Committee · · 
Welcome to coi!Cge, where to respond to his latest 
free thought is encouraged, · · column, a masterpiece in 
.where people striye to · ignorance and bad writing. 
educate· themselves and fight DeAJoia's iru:ompetence .. ·• 
against social wr<?ngs, and ... · . aside, I would like to focus 
where discrimination' will not on his glaring errors. 
be tolerated>Right? · \,\lrong; 
In printing f' An ope~ letter fo 
the unknown gay commu-
nity" the Newsulire vi.olated 
all of these ideals:· Further~ 
more, in having Michael · 
DeAloia as a staff member, . 
no less an editor, the . 
NewsWire proves to us that · 
ignorance and complete lack 
of any writing skills are nor 
barriers to being a journalist. 
Now, to be fair, I have 
only read two of DeAloia's ·· 
articles. The first one would 
be considered incomprehen-
sible if it weren't for the 
obvious sexism: I let that one 
go, figuring he would receive 
his own punishment fr:om 
some "lovely little nyrrip~" .. 
Hri~e\'.e;, IJ~~.~ co~~Jie'1• .• 
. : : ." .. 'I· · ..... ·.'._; .: . , • : , : '. -~· •. ' 
i:.; ' · ... , '' .... ~.· 
· I do not need. to· define . .. 
homosexuality. If anyone .. 
reading this has any doubt to 
• .. ·it's meaning,IOok it up .. It's 
spelled correctly. I would 
like to stress, however, that 
homosexuality d0es not 
equal promiscuity.The facts 
are, Michael DeAloia, that· · 
well over half of the AIDS 
victims today contracted the 
diseasefrom heterosexual· 
relationships: Sexual orienta-
tion.does not determine 
frequency or number of 
partners. 
. Secondly, gays and . . . 
lesbians do not choo5e to be 
homosexual, any. more than 
y()u choose to be heterosex-
ual<Why W()uld any()ne. . .. 
ch00se to .be.· misunderst<>Qd. 
:1· 
.and al;>Uscd.by people like 
DeAloia? 
· Next, sexu~lity d0csnot · 
mean sex acts'; Wri'ti~g.aj;ay. 
man's "sexuality, which · · 
includes sodomy" is'confus- . 
ing two separa~e ide<l_s,, ·• . · .... 
..Unless DeAloia was there, I. 
suggest he refrain frol1l.: .... 
making judgements a}){)ut.' 
anyone's personal life.· ·· .. 
' ., .. - . 
Finally, (and I woul~ like 
to make this a direct address) 
don'tyou dare group.me 
with yourself when you 5ay : 
"if you (homosexuals) want . 
to beaccepted,it will hav_e to 
be Ori our terms" Michael . 
DeAloia. I don't care.what 
your terms of acceptance are 
and I certainly don't want to 
be counted with yoti~ > , .. 
-Jane Mellett, et al. · 
, .. ' .,. 
'''· 
,.,; __ ,_ 
willingly chooses to take a 
path whe~ they will be 
ostracized; discriminated 
against, and hated for no 
other reason then their sexual 
preference .. Many experts 
agree thatsexuality is sorrie. 
thing you are born with arid 
that you can either live with 
it and pursue a happy life or 
i'm·~ hetem~xual worilari als. ·These people all have. would know wllere these 
concerned withJhe preyail;;; . .theirmvn culturafand individualsstoOd 01ithc . 
ing homophobic attitudes of · . idealistic differences from.my issue. !'lotth,at I a1n in a"y. . 
soci~ty in gene·ral. I was ~ . · own, and they all have . · ~ay condoning "gay bash;; . 
afraid that iHdid not say~ L .· experiericaf different levels . irig" -:--but Gay .A wareriess< · · 
was heter~xual you might · . of acceptanceiri a variety of. .'Day did begin and encourage· 
dismiss my resp0n5e alto-: . . -·situations. Yet, their level of · dialogue a~d this is indeed: · 
gether .. The writer,of the first acccptarke always begins on · the only way to eventually .. ·· · 
artide seemed to take the ..• : · their mvn tenns~ Speakwith . reach an understanding~ . 
deny it in order to fit . •' 
society's standards. NObody 
should be made to choose.to 
live a lie; but thatis exactly 
what we make homosexuals 
do. 
posit~on ofail heterosexuals: . any member of a said "mi- . 
I want)he gay" communitYJo •.. · · nority'' group and he or she 
know:thatnot eyery hetero~ ,. · will tell you-acceptance · ... 
. sexual feels;that way: Some. .·begins within one's own self. 
of. us do support1 accept, and· .. · If you are comfortable, then 
wish for you t9.liye the kind you will be accepted by tho5e • 
oflife·everyb()dy.de5erves: · · wholll you wish to accept ·. 
one.of dignity, respect, and· you, not. the least of which is 
freedom ofchoice. ·. , · · · . · that per5on within. If you are 
. ~Dawn Thakur · · . not ~or:nf~rta~le by anyone 
· · · · else r.s. 1mposs1ble;. 
. That is why"Gay Aware-
ness Day'' was so important. 
Statistics tell us that one out 
of every ten people are gay, 
which may ease .the mind of a 
homosexualfeeling alone in a To'Mr. DeAloia perhaps, 
predominantly heterosexual 
/ 
Jn response to Michael, . Gay Awareness Day at . 
world. October 11th may . DeAloia's article."An open. Xavier was a "farce" and a 
have been the incentive · letter to the unknown Xavier : · totai failure: Indeed, I too 
needed to help someone gay community"; I would .. had my own thoughts and 
assert their sexuality arid . like to. submit the following!· opinions on the idea. But, to 
"come o.utofthe closet." It · · · a person ofi'minority" status 
was a day of support for I ain a fairly average .. . . who is working to better 
those whose lives cllange : student on this ca~pus; I am · . understand a.nd know his/ 
dramatically. Heterosexuals a wh.ite, Anglo-Saxon, · ··her self and others as well as· · 
find it hard to understand .the . Catholic, middle~class, to.discoverwho!l' they might · 
risks involved in claiming heterosexual female; How- · wish to accept .him/her~. the 
you are gay. You can lose ever, due to statistics, if judgement would probably 
your family, friends,and. · n~thing else, I have many .· { be mu~h different. If Gay 
possibly even your job by just· . friends who fall into a . AwarenessDay did nothing 
being honest-:--honesty; . number of so-called "minor- · else, it got people to think 
ironically enough, being .· ity" groups, such as Protes~ abciufand dedde ryow they 
Fcither .. Mike Graha~ · .,. ·. 
spoke of.thisat 10:00.PM · -
mass on Su~1day, 1.0/28/90,· •.. 
illustrating how humans'. tend 
to attack what t}ley don't '< •·· •. 
understand; As with Dr.', 
Frankenstein's creature, . , ·. ·. 
humans w~nt to often '~KILL., : 
ZE MONSTER!"ltsoundsto: '--. 
me like Mr. OeAloia'wishes .. 
to "kill ze monster''~ toshoot" 
down the efforts ofa ~'minor- .. 
ity'' community to make .their·. 
own lives'. .. Who.ultimately. • / 
· careswhose terms they . ; • 
utilize?.· (t must always begin 
on one's own terms before -
ever using,the tj?imsof .. · 
· others'. . The point is they . 
should have and take.this 
oppor,tunifyregardie~s; '. · 
Then, they can determine 
whether their attempt was 
indeed a "farce" for it is they 
who must Hve with any 
repercussions such a·n ·. 
. undertaking may create .. 
-Erin M .. Noll. something we have always tants, Hispanics, Asians, . ·· felt ~bbut homosexuality. If 
been taught, blacks, Jews, and ho1119sexu- '· .. it lead to "fag bashing" I at . ; , '• 
· · .. least the so~called "fags" . 
' .. , ' 
-:.-
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Jtl'~-h:ci,f-if Qf 'Self sE!gfE!gOtiCJrt. ~:i 
H~urtsll\~ tp.p~c~:up a . Why? Becau_s~it.is-: . . The C,lub does,thi.s by .: . · In response to_ the article· .. · campus.: Also, when the. 
copy of the !"erosr.uire .only t<:>-, everyone'~p~oble~>lhl' .. bringing)n speakers and . . . "Is there racial ·segregation at ·' BlackSfudentAss0ciaticm .... 
see that onc~'aga~ri insensi~ . . . pers<>n Sees a segregation . . . : 'having events where. mem-. ; . Xavier?",· 1 \VOUl.d like to ask . . held. tryouts for the fa'shioh i .. 
. tivity has're~r:~~·Ws.~gly .. . problem then.if is his or.her . ·.· 'bers can share their .~nowt-. . the author soine thought -show blacks, whites, Hispan- !' 
head; ·I am f,e(~!',rjtlg:to. tl~e- . own job.to~solye·it: :Racism · · edge w_ith others. Only wh~ri provoking questions. - ics, and Asian students tr_ied : ; 
October· 31st iss~¢i~~~ tli~· .. take~ hayirig the.~ourage.to '. a group.is'not flilfilling'it's . " ·· · · . and were welcomed, s0 the 
artide "5elf.~g~~gatiori · ·.· . ;examine one's.own liehavior two purposes can one say · · ·. · 1.) Why are minority · .. · ·organization does not.· ·. · 
Ca~ Otlly ~.:Ji~rtr.'<~: '.fl!e_ ·-· toward:~pl~p.f~<?~()r·. It : that he~ group is being· , . students_partieularly black· . promo.le i~olation as you : .· "" 
artide ~~s a}~l.a!~N.~ttack . usually.t~¥~~ g~mg aga1f\st . sep~ratist. . . . . . . . students are al.ways being have stated'. s.o please do. not : ;·. 
on all peopl~.~ff()l~r; -. . .. what feels'<::omfortable for, the Finally, the issue qf. color. , . questioned abou~organiza~. blame any racial segregation ·' 
beca~~ .~~-.~~t~81~~-~~.~U.t a~:.- individUal~:·/ ~:~~ _·;. .. . .. .. -~ ·· ·' The reasot:t W~y B~A a·n~ ·.·. . . ,tions-W~ich prp~ote_p~ide· ·' . on this Cariipus·on B.S .. f\;.~ '. ~ 
being 'separ~tis~ and:·" _< . · For exan'ple,'asking .· · AKA were singled out was· · · : ands<:lf-awarene'ss in their · A.KA., or any other group ·· · 
promoteisot seg~egcition. someone nQnrially not .•. ~cause they are more visible culture and heritage when . .. on this campus that promotes 
wit~o1Jt e.ve~takirig t.he: .. spo~en to je>_i_nin.asfudy . · · than most groups. One could ·other clubs are not, i.e. Irish . pride and enrkhment in their 
time to look at the issu.e · ··.session. It m~ansasking to . take any group on campus .. ·Society. -heritage. · · 
. objectively~ Not_exarni~ing sit with_a group you might and make some of the same 
the issue i_n an'_intelligert . not normally assoc.iate with... . uniformed _observations and 2.) Have you ever been in. 
manner proves to'be a: ·. _It means having.the courage build the saine type of weak the Musketeer frin to see 
major Jtli5t~~e.:,The trail of.· to relate to and_,be on good argument around. th-em as the. other minority sh1dents .. Ch~.i~~~!:~:.·, and Gospel 
errors go~s.ori wit_~ ~he , terms with.all types of·. · author did in the October (other than Afro-Americans) 
writer.giviJ'lg tlle~reader ·.·.. . people. : · · . ·_ · . · 31st article. There arediques sitting together talking in 
what he orshe;perc"eived .to_: Next, the_ question of the everywhere on this campus I their own language among 
be the.cornr:no.nptfrpo~o(. purpose of the Black Sti.1dent am not saying such afact is themselves and there is no 
th~Alp_ha l(_a'pp_a'Alp'1a:anci . Associati.on a_nd Alpha · · bad or good, b1it what I am. . one outside of their culture 
theBlacK~tuci~l'\,t'A.ss~ia·< - . ·Kappa Alpha. T~ese9rgani- _ saying is that these types of . eatirig with them? . 
-Terri M. Hurdle 
I.• 
tion'.wit1'out.t~e.-~!;i.~ho(s' .. zations (like all ()fg~nizations . group~ by their'Very i1~ture ·. . . ; •· , . _. . 
knowing ·or-even trying'.to · ·. 011 or off campus) are de-· can destfoyXavier's sense of ·· .. 3.) -Do you; yourself; go • . r.::i 
find m.it whatthe'true- . - signed to' serve two purposes: . family, if we allow 'them to ' ·out beyond your own race y . ti i . . . b i;: 
purposes of these·organiza- (1) to support1it's-membe~s; . , 'do so by not making an effort' and culture' when' you .. . . ~ura~ c e c~~cernmg JO 
·tionsar~. ·ul.~Hn.the·string . an~(~) tC?i.nfO~~--~-\h.~~~·-~~ll:s· 'to,m~r~~;~~F~,Pe~s.?.~.ot:' .,:·. s~ialize? · :·.; ·· · · ~~~~~~-j..lt~~~~~~~;on~ . "· 
of errors w~~:th~ fact th~.t . Iettm~ ~?P~~outs1.~e the· · · com~on ground, and by . .· - should be tre~ted e uall' ·'the ---
·. th_e ~.!!.t!!~r. u~~·~O)£r~.~~.~~--- .: ... ~~g~-!1~~~~·~~<,>~_!.(~_.: --· .. ___ . ._~~-~·-~g~,~~~~<;ks~.!!~.~~~.--·-· __;, '--~~~-~~~_tj~~~Y.P)(:-- ---·-~:~~job·quota·system•th~t exi';ts· · -- ... 
· . way'oh1~~~g:~M~~~~e!l;E'.,;:,_ . pu~~.e by,:~.h.,i:ing~t~.a.t- ·.:·· . . t~o~s aga.1,ns.t_others from.a "_ . ,_ at!ention et ~.ea so'le _·yo,u ,. tooa 'must be chan ed. The 
group~ .ar,i~.J~i~nr,O.! ,\Y~~:i," . p~rpos~: :J:(>ri~~:~~J'.~~, t~e... _ )nri1te~, bta~~ knowledge, .. - this, student~ •.n ~he Black , ·, ootttm line is that t~e best 
wrong f~r;W~~Xl~~~o~~:, 1 · ''· ·,M~~keting9~~'15'.~g~?uP:: ~,a_n(,i by not try~~1g tC? u_ndcr_-.·i. '. Student.Assoc1at10~ ar~-n~t ·: ·man or woma·n shoulchvin a 
In refer~~S~~.~~:.~y·(~r.~,t .. ,~; . .,?es_1g~~~--~2,s~l?PP!n?~~P.!~ .. ~ . : .~tand e~ch ~t.h~r.- A} I· of-us;.. . only memb~rs.of t_h1s. ~I~~·.:· . , 'ob or . sftion.'oased on .. ·, · · . 
~tate~e~~ ~~~-~e~~·~g:~~e: ... ·:~-.. ~ho a_re .mte_~~st~.~-·~ ~'!_rket- .. must·~ sens1:t1v,e t~ the .. : . '. ~b~t are also n:wolved-m .: : '~bilit ~ot an' thiri else.' . . 
1mph~~~.P,~~!~.~,t_;~~ptepf. . . . mg, but_•~;~ purJ'~1 ~.oes_ i:t9.t _:.:)~~cps o_f oth~r~. · Inse~s~t•\'.~tr·. S.G.A., ~.A.C: Amnesty--- "":::. -~ ;_ .. ·-Bfii Keeh/ . ·~ 
color a~~;-~J?!ll'.~TI~~~~~tti~·,(a~t' . stop the!e.:.: :T:h~J:I'1~ .. !i~.S,<.>)~t~ ';:: re~ults:mJhe type of.tg)lo-'' -·;.: . -Internattona,_l!:lntrar:ru~al:·+ . . . · '. · 
is thafiftakcs~tw(i'' rou -S:to: ;other' . , Ie'oiitsiCle.'the''/'' ·c ·· , ... :_raiice-thar:hurts us" alt•· .·Sports, G9spel;Eh01r. (wh1c~ ··.· · '" 
segregiite'.~·n'Cffiil()~(tCii~;'.1 ~!'' 'groupw~~·wtiifmark'eting·:,•':',': -Teresa' Allison'··> .· ' . . ·is inter-raciallyaiverse), and. 
lay. total biarn~ori\ the,'bttler~ :·.:·is and: whfi't:ls.impcirtaii{ '· . '" -~ .-· .Studerit Go\rernment - · _various other groups on .. 
:~.'; ::·.'._,:~~ :._.::.. l;,/'I\,:.~'.;!' '.::·• /.~··,·. ':.·i.~ ! . . • :: '. : ::·t '' "!-"\· •;;··:/~~. ·,: ,\ { • ~ ,' .... ~·,. ! ~. 1 senator . ·,: ,\. •: ;: '~; '• • ~ .:.·· .". <,"•': .: : ; ~·~Cl,'. ~ " ' 
-,:1, -'.:~"-_,,,:: ...... ·:. '· Universi~~. "Both B:s.:A:' ~nd .. '. 1 :~~ a redominan'f) ·:white .. : : -·~an only do harm" was, . - · ~u_P_p.~rt·and.pr<;>mote such 
In respQr~~-to.~~e ~r,t,1~1.e, ... -. ·'AK A. · -~J;. • • - i;e -. f .- ·j': · - .· .. · P ·.:,', .:1 .-. .. :J ,,:;· ,.1. · "--!'unfortunately; a·very cymcal . 1mhatives. ·Xavier needs to· 
"Self segregat~oli can:only:do .,, . : · · pro_i:t)9t~h· ... 1.!e .. i,cm !::.. - ·:· cam! fBu.ds .. · i-' .. · .... · d, 
1
.:.< .. -,, view of the·Black Student'- ' · build it's c1Jltural education 
h ,, h"ll·"···,,, ... a· ... ·.,·- .. mtereststhroug various . · m 1tverycowar yon . · . . 
harmo ·,t.~b ~~31~PtJ~~a~'~'-fmt_h·. ~ ~ -~·activities-and'co~mtlnity: ... "the part.of.our a'11onymous· . ·. Association and Alpha. . ·bases, and such groups as the t e co er· s ,tssue o e.. . · .Th·<- .. .,. ... ,_ .. · :·.. ... ·. · - . ··. ·. . BS A.· . = ·Kappa Alpha From personal BSA and the Alpha Kappa . 
N · ·1·be· 1· '"""'·th'"'·:.··.,-·.·, services.. eseorgamzatlons ·" wntertoscrutimze . .- . , · , · . , ewswir~, ·,,_, .1~v~ . . ~r.~:~~~.' ·_ 1 h · .,, · ·· · 1-- ·· 1- d·AK_A. - 'h·". 'ff',' ··-'expenence(lroomw1th,·the AlphaSorontyonlytryto tremendous amount Of ... ,.· ... a sos are a common cu tura . an . . . wit out su 1c1ent . p .d f h BSA) 1 k h 1 b 'Id h d t" I - · · · ,:·-,..-·-, · .- " · · -- · · ""··: h · · : ... · .. ,_, r" res1 ent o t e now . e p m sue e uca 10na ::.-. 
l'gnorance' a'n: d. lnisiinder ... , · "·, -. awareness, which does· not. . , research mto eac orgamza- f f. h t h. BSA d · .. b , 1 Id h . th t · · .. - - I d ., " : .. ·.. h" ... ,.k, ... · : · · · · · ' · ·" · ti · · d.. · or a act t a . t e oes . ases. wou ope a , 
Standing.orhllttp"artrdfour' , .. , , : exc u e anyone, w o ta es an,· t1ons purpose, ac v1 ties, an . - . ti.. · b t 11 
th X . . 
. , , " ,, :· :· .. ·!. : ;, ,., ., · , .-· ..... , "'.' :· ,'.; "'." -, :.":: :,_- . ' I o · ·'t · · t' b . not promote separa on, ut •even ua y, e avzer : ' . 
anonymou's·wrtter· ... -· ......... interest. '" " :· 1 _, ·- . ... , .,goa s. nee agam 1 mus e f bl k t d t N . .11 f" d 1 ·'-·-· , . ,:,,;. -:·;, , . · ... :,.... ... . , · . ' ,,· · · · ·" · ". - . -, · · · · Sl!pport or. ac iS u ents ~ ewswire w1 · m a co um-Orgamzations hke B s k . , Le~s accept fact.asJact, . . · , emphasized that what these X , Al h K Al h . t h . t h 
·-, . ._,.. ·., .. , ...... '-.. :. """'" h · w A,.S p '(·w· h" ": · · · · ti' . tr · t · av1er. p a appa p a;: ms w o promo es sue · 
(Black Student "A•ssociation), ... t ere 1s a .tt. • . 1te orgamza ons are ymg o bl k ... . . d . d t. "ty' -· · · .. /' .. ·· ..... , .. A I s -p ·-. ) I .. 1· h·' f f · a ac ·sorontyon.campus nee san ac1v1 .. ·· · arid·KKA'(Alp"'ha'Kap ... p"a/·:' ···'. ng o.- a~pn_ ~~son .cu ture," .. accomp 1s :is:ar rom . · ( . .. · .. C .. 'tu... ·. -J ff . . 
1 
·M'll . 
· · · -··.':<.:._,.:.·;-.,,,., •.... ~.-,·:·~·:·.·ofwhich)<ilv!.erJJnivefsitY:is·':segregatiori~~u~_rather_the>'.:.: assoo~~smy,, onst1 ti.on ·. e ery: .1 er. 
Alpha).a!e,notJo,r_J)lep1:1r "' , .·.. , .A., .-:Af· .. ,. . · . .. t ...... -d ·. !'ti" ... Committee approves their Senator , ... • · · 
·po· seofsegregation~·:biif.'':.'..'. ·;·;,a part.: S:illl'.. _r,t~an-; .·.•. ·prom9 e1mpro:re r,e a .ons. .. ftuti .· d I · t II _ 
· · .... · .. ·"': .. ,_.,_,_,_d, .... ·, . ._.,,, ... h ... -:Americanprfa,pr:e~p~1-.)... ·. J'heonlyreald1fference. : , · cons 1 , on,.an , .call~ · . 
umf1cat1on .. Accor mg tot e. . . 
1 
... h.· ......... , ........ ,Ir· . 1.. -. b t .. · . th ... · . . . 'f . . you they are an academic/ . XaviefUniversity'·;HandbOOk · ,;· nant y ~ 1te ca,mpus'. . ~e .. > e ween .. ese orgamz,~mns: • . , . . ... d.. .. .ty'). -. . . 
· · : · · '· '· " · -'· · · ' · ·-there is a lack'of sens1hv1ty' · ' · .. •and-others on campus 1s that· .·. servtc~ onent~ s.oron is a .· 
these orgamzat1ons defm1tely . . · · .- . - . . ·· · ., . . . . · · · .. · · ·· . . support group for black· · 
h ";,f .. :·,·-d· '·'··:,,··f ,,._,, ···~- formycultural;needs:·Sure, .theyhavebeenestabhshed
1 <,·. . . . · : .. 
ave a . ree om o assoc1a . . . . . . . . - . . . . .. f h · .d · h . · . . . . th t . students on campus., . 
tion". lri brlef;_thehancibOok 'ther~·ts_re~ogmlt()n.o .t ~- . . .. an . ot erspncamp~s ts ~- . : ·< ·What we at Xavier need to 
states that stUdtfrlts bi'ing' - to ' .· multi-cultu_ral backgrounds . hey have ~een e.stabhshed ,by. {. l·. ; th ... t bl J(' t d t 
h · _ .. · · · .. .-..... ·:·-.... ty' , f · ·· ·.. which do exist here on•· · African-Americans.'.' · · rea ize ts a , ac s ~en. s, t e campus av~!~e. , o . .· · . h. .. -·. · . ~~ -Ch 1 Al ' d .. · as well as any other mmonty< -interests'p~e~ic)usly acq~ired.; . ~:o~~~~ se~s~tie~fy ~~~~~6 . •,; ery ~xan er . ... st.u~~nts; have their own ·: . 
. ~nd many.de\'elop n.e.w · .. • ... · en ti rel different. issues. I ·. . · distinct ne~ds that are not . 
interest~~~ me1111Je~s o.f t~e. .· ·b Iiev Y h t the formation of met by wh1.te.~t~dents as Jar . 
acadern,~.c C()Jl1m,un,1l):'. It goes e et ~.. . · · The staff editorial in the· .. . as cultural 1dent1ty and ·, ... 
on to say· that they w•ll .be .. ·· .. , . sucdhAorKgaAm~ahon.sas B.S:A. . , October._31st'editi0n ·0' f the.'· support!:The BSAshows .. · · ,, ._. · · · ",._,. , ... ,, ·"'·0· · · · · an . . .1s necessary, . . · . ·. · · , ... · · .. free.toprgamz~>an.101n_:, b · ... h. dir'C:tl r ~ •Xavier.Newswireisa·prime·, blacks.theyhave:ar1ghtto\ 
assoc1ahons.to promote · · ecaushe tA.efy. ·, eA Y P ,() ·exa· mple.of the reason why ,._. . feel immense pride in being. · · ·' · · · : .. · motet e ncan-· mer1can . . · · - · . - :-· ... 
commonn:tterests con.s~nant 1 . Jli' k . · d -d . . there is racial tension on this• black, and I, for one, as ~n · ... with tbe purp<>se of Xavier. bcutttur~. 
1 
ate tgroun }n . can . ·c· ampu_ s! '.'Self 5egregation . · SGASenator, wholeheartedly · · · . ·· · e er re a e o my experience · .· - . 
:) 
:··.l; 
: ; >: 
. .,, 
.,....,,--'--='-~~~.,......,..-~-.-.,......-.....,.-, 
•:O · resse . o. 1c . ae .:/: 
ibeAioia/8difOroflF>ef P:.i .. 
. ·:.:~e,~:~l!Y:~~~~·,:_',;:··;"·-,···.__-;;· /:-:::.:-._, •. : ...::::::,.;: 
· . .' .. ~. 
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Letters to the Editor ,,. .' 
Fa6wlfY•,••~XPr~~~.•···ofJl~-.i~.ms .~'Oi"I;~Jfi:isl~flitl~··· 
I seldom give·into 'the · :;th~_ ~enefits ~~cfopp0rt4ni,- · co~sciiu~rice~ rit~~ch;a~t·i~ ·>~). ··. N~!oi"re: :H.cr arg~~:~nts;_ · · :. , · Co,:t~e)l:.S ccmce!il· for ·the· .. · 
. temp~ation to'resporid'to ties of a liberatcducation/'. . tudes. We_ may fight_t~ save pubhshedon No"'.ember-7, opinioQ ~f h~r neighbors: "I 
articles and letters in the · students who: have chosen, I . the· seals 1·n Ala-ska,·.·.··.to"d·,·.ves· t 1. 990, prese.ntationof e. \ii: ' " · ·d · 't ,. · ·t · · f · · d. ·a· -. . . . , . . . · o_n \Yan ·my_ rien s (111 . . 
Newswire on the thepry that presume freely, to_ come to a ourselves of Soµ.ti:1 A'fric~il .. : · dence. Nowhere does she· · neighoors to"l'.ead the : · · ·· 
st;udents should be free to . universitY thatattempts to stock, to recyde our ·pop cans- . indulge in ad homirmm .. · . NewsWire:'' Tassitme.froni · 
write what they think; honor values have so little and ·prai5e McDqtiald'sfor .·. ·· .. attacks on those withwhom- thi~·tiiat Dr. Connell must~:- · 
However, ifwhat was tolerance for and understand- getting rid of foam boxes for .· she d.i5agrees.. . . m .. in.imal.ly>.e~ide. in a rac.i.ally' · 
written in the October 31 ing of the complex nature of h b w f · · ·' · · .. ·· . . · ·. .. am urgers. em .. ay ast a . The. saine"Cannot'i:ie. 5a .. id of -··.mixed ne. ighbo.rh .. o,od: If_;.···.· · edition is. what students their _world. · d k f h ... · · · 
1 . · ay il wee ·. or t e poor,·. < Dr. Conn~ll'.s letter i.n the . · how.ever; the contraryis true> rea ly think; Xavier Univer- I d' · · d h contn.·b.ute. to'the-Un.1··.tecfWay, .. · s·am· e edi't.1'0· ,·.1 o.f the:N·ews· .· w' 1"re .. . : thegr .. e.at_·p·e.r.s_ o.n.al outr. ag·e .. ·" . sity has a serious, if not am iscourage t. at It tli 1 . f th l'b 1 . . . . . - . . 
.critical ... problem. Neverdid . fourteen; fifteen, sixteen · · e~a ev_a u .. eo_ e .1 _era .. !·. Altho,ugh'herreactiontothe :shechoosestodisplay« ' 
Years of education have arts, and condemn the. · · . student editorials of Oct. 31 is . publicly and which sh. e : ·so many people get bashed in · · f 1 · B t 'f · · · ··" · · · 
s .. u_ ch a sm.all space. produced such bigotry and excesses o .· raq. · u 1 w~ : : . similar foDr. Gudorf(s arid to · assume is in itself; somehow 
Comments such as "if. 
students choose to segregate 
themselves, they will have to 
face the consequences and 
attitudes of other students," 
or "if women would buckle 
down and. qualify themselves 
·better in their fields instead 
of asking for slack in_ the job 
market," Oi: '.'the road.you 
have chosen is long, desolate 
· and harsh ... Now you blame 
.I:teterosexual for your bitter 
course.~. If you want to be 
accepted it will have to be on 
our terms" appeared on , 
· single pagein the Newswire. I 
_am appalled; discouraged,. · 
'.·. ashamed, and frightened. 
I an\appa11ed thatstu~·· 
dents upon whose shoulders 
the success of the twenty first 
century\villrest, students .. 
:·privileged beyond belief with 
blindne.ss; that despite what _have no ~nderstand.in9; . . . . my own, her _argumetitation · . authoritative diminishes in 
we an claim a liberal, value compassion, appr~c1at1on; . is largely ad-~ominum, e.g. _ . value cOnsideral?ly. . . 
oriented, Jesuit education tolerance'. and loveJor t~e "I am appa11ed thafstudents" Can'Or; Connell really •. · 
should do, that experience is people with wh~m we hve . (the students are for.her · · ·assume that her neighoors, · 
so clearly not developing and work an_d S.tli~y, t_hen the_ - apRaHing)or based on• .. whose opinions on radal 
tolerant individuals, confi- whole.expen~nce.1s not .. •· . a1,1th~ri.ty, e.g. /'I am ap- . , diversity she finds norma~ · · 
dent enough of .their own '· w~rth the effort,_and. we ilre : palled, disC:ouraged.,.'.' (her· tive, are in:faet le'ss bigoted· 
values to be secure in a neither worthy nor able to emotional reactioi1s are self- on this matter than our 
diverse world; that the only enjoy or proteCt our world,,. evide11tly authoritative). . students? .J thihk that she can 
response to "different" is J ... ··c . · 11 . . . . ' a_ssuin. 'e this.o.'rilyif. sh. e.and 
- oan o~ne .. ..Those of. us_ w_ho .. asfaculty" · · · ·· · · · · · · condemnation. · · · her neighbors have chosen to 
. Vice Preside~t for Aca:- - work with students to widen · reside in a~~/thereby; to · '· . 
I am ashamed to be a part demic .AUairs · ·their experience of human _: .. suppo~t a ra~ially iritegra~ed . 
of such a milieu. I don't want ·.· • · .. · · · . ·.· ··. possibiHty_and ~o t~ach them .:.and d_i_verse c. P.mmu. nity.a_ nd 
my friends and neighbors to Dr. Connell' s article is being the conventions of'rati'onal ('f h · ·· · - · · .. · ' )' h -- · · 
readthatNwswire. lfeelat· reprintedthiswe~kdueto•the · ar_·gu· nl.e.ntca_h.no_taf.f.ordt_h.·.e ·.it ~y .. a~e,p~rent~ ave,·:>. 
b ,, h. l chosen fprthefr ch)ldreri , , odds with studentsforwhose ~um er.01 tYpogr~p 1ca e~rors . self-inflatioriary·ltjxury·of. · · 11 · · d h · 1 · educational expenence I arri. it contained in last week's issue. . being "appalled,disc9uj-~. ·. · racia y mi~.e ~ oo s. 
responsible. Ifeelcoinpro ..~... ..,, !.-'\},_;, .. ~ .... ·, aged;asMme.9;and;(righF; ·, .··· -Dr.Em~st.,L>Fontana 
mised, offended; guilt)'. by:,< .• , 11 . f ' •.I '•'.: ened'~· of these same students:.,; .< Professor, bf-English; , . 
assodation. t~.inJorce~ to. · . him '~~iti.ng~~,;~~~~·~rid',:"': a's pr:'c9'nh~11.·co·11iess.~~-• :·; ; '1'. .. h.·e N.; ~.·~;w.·.;~r~:g:.~.~~~jy'·-~·,,'c __ :,'·: 
question the usefulness of . ·. ·. · _ · · ·. . . ••· . confi:ont tbey~sceral b.!gotnes 
\vha. t.a11· academ· t'c 1·1_1.sti' .. 1ti'o· '' comme. nd my colleague, Dr.. . 11. 'h .. t. t 'd .... 1 vrecia_te.··.sfaci1lty}np11,t .. Al.-_.·: . . .-... " G d f ·f ··h · ·.· .. · ·· f .11 . · . . . we a .m en owar rac1a ; d · ' · . d · ll Or 1 Or . Cr Care .u y . <' sexual and'ethniC Others.' " tliough:ive are:'I .ii.tll e~lt llClVS~.: 
ts trying to 0 · reasoned reply.to t~e October; · '· · · · · -- ·. · ·· ' 11ape!', 011r duty is-iorepres,e11t · 
I am frightened·ofthe': "·. · .. 31,1990 editorial in the · ·., . ; 1 a~·~1so'surPJ'fscd'.by.JJr:. ':·theer1ti~e Xa-picrco,1i11;1u'riity. ': 
A cras11_ course in SSA: i11e jOO ~f CJ ~emQte>f 
- · ~ · · lcommu.nityrelationsand .·_.. relation~·~·o;nmitteei:Whaf.' - bytheuni~ersity,we.~tten,d·.-. 
club. Most of the business"'· · does this committee.do? The · confer~nces in the spring . 
' that we cover.in these . communit)f'relations com- (after_elections), summer - .. _ 
meetings deals with the ' n1ittee servesJwo purposes:' (during summer break) _and· 
·· .. A Stu constitution and budget · . it is a linkbe.h".eei:t SQ A and . winter (durin'g Chr,i~tm~s · 
L-"-..=..:..:::..:::.-=-c:.__::...;::,_::...=.:.:...::c.:...c..::..c...:.-=--=-'-"-'.:.-=.c-'-'--.:::.:...=-=""--'...::.::..:..::.-=..:..:~ committees. 'fhe.i:estofour . . the students;_and we are< . : ··break) and~·Hnally, .\.\le i11~ >.· 
. I was elected to the . 
... •p<>sition of Sttident Govern~. 
" .me~.t Sel\a,tor in the spJing of. 
)~.s year~ yetlhave'fQurid · . 
\ thatthere are very few . ' .· .. 
.. people who actuaHy;knQw .. 
·· ~hat a stu~en.t'govem.inent. 
.. senator. does. So this week I 
'.wouJcUiK~ t6 give yo\J some 
-in~ig~t info my job asyour ; 
rf!presentativ~. · ·.. . 
. : <When.we are first elected .. 
.. we signa ~ontractwhid\ ... 
· ,putlii:tes the type of commit-
.. merit we must make. Itstarts 
' like this: . .. . -.. 
. . ~~To be an effective Senator 
of Student Government . 
··• Assoeiatioll, lrealize there 
' ai'~ rights, responsibilities, 
.~nd,.expeetatjo.ns irih(?rent in 
accepting the position of .· · 
.· Senator; I understand that I 
mustinake a personal ·_. .• , 
commitment to the sfudents . , 
of Xavier University and meeting indudes discussions .· · Xavier~s co_nnectiOri· wit Ii the ,· .. _tr,~uce an~c~Jilplctc i:riany .: 
SGA for me to be_nefit. from on issues facit;lg'the campu!r outside_comffi,\ll)_ity by .... , . projects d\ll'.ing the year. .· 
my involve.merit and achi.eve or gu~sts that. ll~v~ soine:; · · .. d()ing n~igll~o~hO<)d'~~r.;t<>:~ .·- . -_·.·. ·· The prqjeets ~hicll .1 ·have · 
personal gro:wth as I strive .to thing to presentlo senate. door fO:Od. campaigns: ar: · . · .. ' worke~ oll.i•ftlle·pf!S.t 6• > 1• .· 
·improve student life." · ·· ·· · Tllese.meetings'ai'~ h~rd _to . ·. ~e.lping w~th Ea~ter. egg . . : .·-months irjcludethe'cross~alk·, 
·. Oiir contrac~ g0es on tc» · : ga11ge timt?-:wi5¢ bE?Cau~ ',", · · -~h,ii.nt_s:o~-~y·~n(ling·a·•:~ ,.:" .. ·,'.::;. ¥afet)i,pfojed~·1'he--Afrcf;CX "' 
state.that we.will agree-too>·. -.:they can last'any\,Vh,er:efr0,m_·. :;rep~esent,tive'.to .tlle.N.orttl_:·'.>_: ~J,\meri¢an.~¢~~ntiohSii&,ey'·;. 
· keep SGAas ~ fjrst prioiify . .. one hou~ to five ll<>urs which' . A"~!\~~1.f7 Neighbc>rll~ . · : . and._ the roc)mm~·te'contr:aet • 
. (2).attend· all general body ..... ,: .•. was our. rec:ord~~realdng' ! ~. ::·L .. : .; ~~iati~nmeeting~.; R,igl:l~~-> ., The ~Qc>Dlmate'pfoject ~as '. : · .. , 
·and ~~mllli!.t~ IT\eeting~(3)·· .. -_meetinptilJle.·· It,an:d~pends;;· · .nowwe~~e.~o~~i."g·<>~ .. a.: •-· -· · C()!J.'Pl~t~'.iirP,-u,gu·~t];~h~iy:, 
part1c1pate m•wor~shops(4) ·.•on the1ssue., ./"'.~:.· .'.• • ·,·.,..-_: : coinm~n.•.ty-!it?,rv:1~e,prpJ~t ":' · '· .· the Of~~c~ of ~e.s1denc!?L1fe · 
have our-performance · · We.also atten(I our com·~. ·. · , called A.,<iopt.;a-Fa.rn.ily,:with . : · adoptect th_e.roonlrnate' ( 
·evaluated throughout the mittee m~etings. Currently. I _,. . the Ha~ilt<.,>~ Cou,nty: J:f 11:: .. '· •• .;Agr~rri~i:tt .. thbe.use<fwith _ · 
course ofthe.year. . . ... · · sit on the du}) and coJl1niu- m<Jn Se'r~ic~s !JE!partrriE?11t. • .· . the i.ncqming Freshman, arici 
Now you are probably nityrela:tions ~ommittees .. , · ..... Nowym_1 ha:v~ coi:npl_eted . · ·with cases'\v),ere. t\,\r{> people·· 
~h~~king ~kay the agre~ment. The cl~b commi,ttee:planned .... · ·. t~e crash_q>~rse i_n i=~mJl1it- : are havin~ s~ri()US probl~m~ .. · :• 
1s signed what next? Well, Club Day on thef\1all; col- . tees, bu.t wa1_t what else do . .The retention survey is in its _ 
_the job begins Monday··· lected club registrations, as~.· - ~enatorsdo? ,We hold . · ·.. . : final stages arid the report_.··· 
aftem<>on at2:30 p~mdri C}JA sembled ano,ffidal ·list of all . .. ~~kly offi~e;hours, weJoo~,. should. defif!i telyhe out h1 · 
2 with the general bodY.•. ,: · . club presidents.and advisers, •. mt() thep<>l1c1es and proce- .. · .. ,early Nov'embE?r: There's ..... ·-
meeting: A_t these ~eetings~ ' : 'started the club mentorship dures of,the.Administr~_tion . . much to do;.,arid:Jneed Y.~uf · · 
we hear the.reports of our program~ ope.ned·our meet~ · as \Veil as studentrun, ., .... , .. help ... so. let ~e k_now .your.··. 
executive ~ffi~ers, advis;r • in gs to d';1bS, plann~d ·the . . .organizatio,n_s, \Ve _try t(); >: . _ .•. ideas, inter~s~s .;:~ )()g(>ther w.~ , 
and the stand mg committee. club pr~su:l~nt'.s .social, and. r;present stu~e.nt orgarpza- .. can make a difference. . ... · 
chairs; We hi)ve five stand- ·will be \VOrkil'!g on a club" , tions wit~ t~e adlllini_stra7.,··. · · •· 
ing committees: the coristitti- ' president's handbook. " . .· tio~,,we ~r~ responsible for ··,· ' . " 
_ tion, publications, budget;.· How about the community ·· .. ,the funds allocated. to SGA ·. · · 
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Letters to the Editor 
Last week's Newswire belongs to this whlte major-
carried an editorial by Or. ity? Is it a majority of all 
Christine Gudorf in which whites in the United States? 
she.criticized th~ writings of If this is the ch~rge~ what is 
three students in the previous the proof? ,Would 1t not be 
issue of the newspaper. Her more correct to say that a 
comments dese..Ve a critical majority° of all whites wish 
response. The first thing to for racial harmony?· Obvi-
be said is that Dr. Gudorf's ously there are racists in our 
recourse to expressions like socie!Y· One of t~em killed 
"I am ashamed," "How have Martin· Luther Kmg, Jr. But 
you the nerve to insist that,'' that scarcely makes a major~ 
"There is an appalling body ity of white racists. 
of evidence," and so on, Perhaps Dr. Gudorf would 
surely have no place in a . ~ike to be a Ii ttle more precise 
discussion of the sort carried · m her mass accusation? Does 
in the Newswire two weeks racial prejudice exist on the 
ago. Such expressions of . U~ t?day? Yes. Should it be· 
moral indignation, although ehmmated? Absolutely. Dr:. 
they undoubtedly reflect Gudorf ~nd 1. probably agree 
genuine feelings on her part, up to ~his point. .Where we 
contribute little to a rational . differ 1s on how 1t should be 
discussion of the issues. In eliminated. She supports 
addition, Or; Gudorf's quotas, whereas I suspect 
position on·theseissues, th~t quotas, in the lo.ng r~n, 
although popular ainong will only make the s1tuat1on. 
certain elements of the Xavier worse. A much preferable 
community and in the solution is to ~ncourage 
broader society, are highly blacks to ac~mre the very . 
controversial. In fact, some best education they can. 
of her remarks.could fairly be Xavier Uni".ersity h~s ta~en 
described as radical. Her · some steps m that d1rect10.n. 
indignation is an attempt to I support these efforts· and 
conceal this radicalism~ applaud the young men and 
. Dr. Gudorffirst admon- .women who participate in 
ishes the anonymous author them .. We need to ~rin~·. 
of .the edito,rialentitled "Self blacks and other m~nonhe.s 
J~~~g~H~£ijf~-~;c;?~.1r:~~·';· ... . ~r;itot.~¢·ma_ins.!rea rn <?f;'. • ··•· .. _ 
·harm~' for suggesting thar Amer~ca,n hfe. ·As far ~s the· 
blacks might so more to·. breaking down of h.am~rs 
promote rac.ial understa.nd~ between.the races on t~1s 
· ing atXavier. I agree with campus 1s concerned, 1t .. 
. Dr. Gudorf's main point: it is would h~lp enormously 1f 
unrealistic to expectblack men and women of good · 
stUdents here atXa'vier to will, of all races, would do 
take the lead in communicat- their part. Given the history 
ing with white students; 'of the country, ~hites are ' 
However, what is one to under an obhgat1on to take 
make of the remarks sur- the initiative. But one of the 
rounding this conclusion? To w?r~t ways t? at!empt to 
take justone example: she. el.1m1~a!e p~eiu~:ltce and 
refers to "the white Jl1ajority" d1scn~m~tton 1s. to. encour-
which she accuses of a agemmonty self~p1ty and to 
variety of crimes against the blame "the white majority" 
blacks of this nation.· Is. this or some other scapegoat for 
not a stereotype? Who - · all the problems confron_ting 
minorities. That is the typical 
liberal response to many of 
the problems facing our 
society today, and it only 
compounds those problems. 
Dr. Gudorfsecondly . 
criticizes the letter by student 
Colleen Hartman. Ms. · 
Hartman defends the notion 
- of equal opportunity for all 
as opposed to the currently 
popular practice ofaffirma-
tive action. Her brief essay is 
directed especially at women: 
she believes that women are 
perfectly capable of standing 
on their own two feet and 
competing successfully with 
men in the marketplace 
. withoutthe assistance of 
affirmative action programs. 
Ts she not correct? Is not Dr. 
Gudorf a perfect example of 
what she's talking about? 
There's.an eleme.nt of irony 
in Dr. Gurdorf pleading for 
quotas ("The wisdom of 
quotas~ .. is debatable [but] 
the presence of discrimina-
tion in hiring, paying and 
promoting is a matter of 
record.), whereas she has 
achieved· the position she . 
now enjoys·a~\tenured full 
professor at Xavier on the 
basis of ability and not on the 
·basis of gender. What Dr. 
Gudorf'and.allwhoshare her 
. ':mindset reauy;\varit is · ..• · ·.' 
reverse discrimination: 
diserimination in.favor of 
wom~n. and minoriti~s. How. 
is this to be justified? On the 
basis ofpast and present 
discriminatfon. Has such 
discrimination existed in the 
past in t~e.broader society? 
Definitely. Does it still exist? 
Yes. Has it existed in. the past 
and does it stillexist today at 
Xavier University? A much 
tougher question to answer. 
For example, does thefact · 
that there are more male than 
. female professors at Xavier 
today prove past discrimina-
tion? Xavier is a Jesuit 
university: at one time all the 
instructors were priests. In 
addition, not so long ago the 
number of women applying 
for teaching positions at · 
American universities was 
small. Today that has 
changed, and the change is 
for the better. I personally 
welcome the addition of 
women teachers to the Xavier 
faculty and the same holds 
for women students. Having 
said that, the fact remains 
that no one has ever proven 
that Xavier University has 
discriminated against 
women. Obviously, the 
university is obliged today to 
comply with all laws appli-
cable to hiring, as interpreted 
by the Supreme Court. To 
the best of my knowledge, it 
makes strenuous efforts to do 
so. 
The third part of Dr. 
Gudorf's remarks is the least 
satisfactory of all. Whether. 
nature or nurture is respon-
sible for homosexual. inclina-
tions is, in some cases at least, 
highly controversial. To 
compare homosexual inclina-
tions with a pe~30n's skin 
color appears to be an 
· exaggeration. For Dr, Cudorf 
to ask,~hy Michael DeAfoia 
refers to sod<>my in an article 
devoted .to homosexuality 
and AIDS is to test our 
credulity. Dr. Gudorf knows 
better than most people on 
theXavier campus that AIDS 
originated in acts ofsodomy. 
The fact that sodomy is 
allegedly "a minority practice 
among gay males" is totally 
beside the point. To quote 
Harry Jaffa, "every single 
case of AIDS is traceable 
directly or indirectly to fanal) 
intercourse." ("Sodomy and 
the Future of the Academy," 
p. 60.) Today, AIDS has 
spread to women and to their 
children, born and unborn, 
but the origin of this fatal . 
disease is found in homo-
sexual acts that many per-
sons in this country still . 
consider to be immoral and 
unnatural. This means that. 
women.in particularshould 
be incensed by what has -
happened: certain male 
behavior is responsible for 
the epidemic that has come to 
devastate women, yet. 
sodomy is being defended by 
women! 
Dr. Gudorf also defends 
those homosexuals and their 
sympathizers who shouted 
"fag killer" at Surgeo.n 
General C. Everett Koop. 
Her argument? Koop 
"reported that the U.S. lost a 
decade of research and 
experimental treatment of 
AIDS due to politicians' 
unwillingness to fund efforts 
to halt a disease that kills 
gays ... " Since when is the 
communication of informa-
tion to the public a justifica-
tion for uncivilized behavfor? i 
And is not the charge of , 
delay in seeking a cure for 
AIDS a total distortion of the 
reason why thousands of 
homosexuals have and will 
lose their lives? Is not the 
real reason for all these ' . 
deaths a refUsal on the part of 
gays and dope addicts to 
recognize that their "life-
styles" are dangerous to 
their, and our, health? Is not 
Dr. Gudorf's response just 
one more example of an 
attempt to find scapegoats for 
irresponsible individual 
behavior? When is this 
universityand this country 
going to wake up and 
recognize such arguments for 
what they are? 
-- Dr. Jon Moulton 
Political Science 
Tb.~ ~lt.;Jssi'.¢ . f r~sl!lm.cnra ·. stFu.ggle at Xavier :: 
·:J\.:l;·'!!·j:::.~~~$.liif{:~:~.:1:·::;:::;:::;;::: 
;:''.'·'.::<~;*$.'i?e~£i.y~::/·.,·:··.·· 
By Matt Alarider 
Newswire Columnist 
The que~tion of the .week: 
. .Whido .. freshman c~icks go 
for:upperclassmen guys? : . 
· My high school psychol-
ogy t,eacher told us what. he 
believed' the answer; to this ' 
ominous questfori was: . 
Women prefer more mature 
men, and since upperclass~ 
men are usually older than' 
their freshmen counterparts, truth. Many ofusaremature to say.that there is a way you 
they reel in the cutest.and: · enough.for even the most · could geteven. · All you have 
. most sought after freshmen deserving gal, but are riever · to do is either write me (I'm 
babes. Whether or not my given the chance because of in thebook), or the Newswire 
who's counting), let me 
enlighten you as to how us , , 
freshmen view many of the · ' · 
campus women. In the 
teacher's theory is true, our belittling freshman and let us know what grief! 
sometimes it liurts to be a status.· have caused yqti. 
words of AC/DC, "She was a 
fast machine, she kept her 
motor clean. She was the freshman in search of ro- By the end of tlie year, no, As a freshman who has 
mance. We could wait a the end of tlie week, I clial- • · . genuinely fallen in lust at best damn woman that I'd 
couple of years until we are lenge any worthy freshman least 20 times since I've 
upperclassmen, put we want . to swallow his pride ah9 let arrived on campus (but 
ever seen." The quest goes 
on . 
companionship in this . loose some maturity to . _ ... · ..· ..... · 
lifetime. In essence, we are · iri1press a noble' princess that~ 
· caught between.a·rock and a ·,he finds attractive. '.This ' · 
hard place. But ladies, do not move may resi11t in a slap in · 
despair! I may have painted · the face, but whatthe hell! 
the freshmen guys as a group You only live once. 
{)f bottle toting, diaper · Now that I· have either 
soiling, immature idiots; bu.t. thoroughly confused, bored, 
this image is far from the '· · · or enraged you; l would like : 
Wit of the Week 
. ··. A t~r~ad~ went through Detroit and did $20,000 worth 
of improvements: 
-Ricky Byrdsong, head coach of the Detroit Titans 
Basketball team, when. referring to the city of Detroit. 
L__ . .. ' ' . 
~· , 
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By Lena Ina 
The Xavier Newswire 
As part of the Xavier's 
Homecoming Weekend 1990, 
the·men's and women's swim 
teams hosted Xavier alumni 
swimmers Friday night. For 
most of the competitors, both 
current and past, it was a fun 
and relaxing evening. 
"It was a morale builder 
for us because it gave us a 
chance to swim for fun. It 
was good to see everyone 
from years past," said men's 
teain co-captain senior Bryan 
Minor. 
The alumni reiterated 
those feelings. "It's a weird 
feeling swimming with 
people you swam with for 
four years, but it's great to be 
back with friends," said Paul 
'Nal>er '90. 
"It was a blast to see 
everyone. The whole idea is 
fantastic," added Dave Shay 
'89. "It keeps the family 
going. ,.There's a great group 
of people at Xavier." 
Alumni came from all over 
the country including Hun-
tington, CT, Louisville, Fort 
Thomas, Lawrenceburg and 
Florence, KY, Fort Lauder-
dale, FL, and Baltimore. 
Coach Tassos Madonis 
believes that the alumni are 
vital to the existing program. 
As such, Madonis tries to 
keep all of them updated by 
sending out newsletters. 
"They are so important 
because they were the 
Swimmers get ready to take their marks. 
building blocks of the present 
foundation. We rely on them 
and try to get them in-
volved," he explained. 
Even though these alumni 
haven't been in the water for 
a while, they swam well, as 
the men defeated the current 
men's team, 313-246, and the 
women lost by eight points to 
the present women's team, 
238-230. Most of them did 
feel old compared to the 
current swimmers. 
"It was tiring and exhaust-
ing. I didn't know how out 
of shape I was until 1 swam, 
but it was good to be back in 
the water," said Patty Gerdes 
'90. 
"It was a great feeling-
invigorating- to swim again, 
but it also was a bit painful at 
the same time. 1 feel old," 
added CeeCee Parrish '89. 
RobertSumme '87,who 
won the 50-yard butterfly, 
practiced for a week before 
the meet to be better pre-
pared. "It felt great to be 
back. I'm just thankful I 
could come back and contrib-
ute to the team," he com-
mented. 
The present swimmers felt 
this weekend was a blessing. 
"It felt good to get a break 
from our regular schedule. 
We didn't have any pressure 
on us," said junior Jason 
Tinker. 
Because the swimmers 
swam in events that they 
usually don't swim in, the 
final results may astonish 
some people, he explained. 
For example, the men's 
medley relay team of Phil 
Summe, John Fischer, Jason 
Tinker and Kyle McLaughlin 
swam in reverse order. 
Madonis said he enjoys 
this weekend more than 
anyone. "It was a blast. I 
look forward to these week-
ends more than anyone. It's 
a fun time to come back. It 
reminds them of how much 
fun they had swimming 
here," he explained: 
Looking for hands-on training 
By Lena Ina 
The Xavier Newswire 
A new club is looking to 
establish itself at Xavier. 
Alumni members of the 
· Greater Cincinnati Handball 
Association, lead by L.X. 
MCGrath, who received his 
MBA from Xavier in 1959, 
desires to bring to the Xavier 
community the game of 
handball. 
A program did exist at 
Xavier in the early '80s. Only 
one student, Alison Roberts, 
participated, and with the 
help of faculty members, she 
went all the.way to the 
National Collegiate Athletic · 
Association (NCAA) Tourna-
ment three times, winning 
once. 
"Most people don't realize 
there was a program started. 
They are unaware that the 
racquetbaJJ courts at Xavier 
were initiaJJy handbaJI 
courts," said MCGrath. 
RacquetbaJI has taken over 
the courts everywhere; even 
the YMCA has converted its 
courts for racquetball. 
Handball takes longer to 
learn because a player needs 
to use both hands (without a 
racquet), and eye-hand 
coordination is vital, ex-
plained McGrath. 
He's hoping to draw people 
with a knowledge of the 
game and those who need to 
learn. "Once we get more 
people, we can organize 
more events," he said. · / 
I 
The first meeting is 3 p:m. 
Friday in ~he Dolly Cohen 
Room at the O'Connor Sports 
Center. AJJ interested 
.students and .faculty are 
welcome: 
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Xd-Vier debuts as tournament host Crew races to success 
Lady.Muskies set to face 
MCC .foes at tournament 
By Gary Wahoff 
The Xavier Newswire 
The Xavier Crew team ended its fall racing season in 
style, stroking its way to a fifth place finish in the Head of 
theChatahoochee in Atl,anta, Ga. The regatta,with more 
than moo entries, is.the.third l_argest in the country. It 
marke9 the end of'the· collegiate rowing season. 
______ · _-,_ .._ .. _·_.: _;: ' be wildet this wcek~~d.':;' '. .·. :·practice,we'ilplay," added 
By Emmett Prosser : ' .,. · · · Deaton. 
The Xavier Newswire ff Xavier is to do well at 
the post~season party, ihvill 
Want excitement this . 
weekend? 
Schmidt Field house will 
be the sight of the 1990 
Midwestern Collegiate 
··Conference Volley ball 
Championship. ·Xavier 
would like nothing better 
than to win its firc;t ever 
conference crown at home. 
have to beat a tough Dayton 
. team for a third time. In . 
order to win that first match, 
sophomore setter Jennifer 
Nunn will have to play a big 
game. 
"If Jennifer is not on, we 
· might as well go home," 
explained Deaton. "She 
makes our show work." 
Nunn touches the ball one 
'With an 18-14 record out of every three times. She 
going into Monday night's sets the ball up well for the 
contest with Cincinnati, the outside hitter Mary Nock, 
Lady Musketeers will be , who then thrusts it over the 
tough competitionfor the. net. "Mary is the best," 
other. teams in.the upper half . Deaton commented. "When 
of the division. Although we need power, we go to 
Xavier finishedin sixth place, . her." 
they were one game ou tof 
third.. · ·· 
The C:onfer~nce has been 
anything:butordinal"y'this 
season~··. '~Five teams were 
'tied. for second place going·. 
into.thelasfweekofthe ... 
Also, senior Julie Robinson 
will have to continue to 
. provide leadership for the 
· · yo1:1ng,team .. 
. . · · If all the little things fall 
' into:place and the team plays ' 
.. well as they have in practice· · ·. year/' said first-Year.coach 
Floyd Deaton. :It's been a 
wil_d._y __ .. _ea ____ r.'_: ... _-.·.· _' __ :•:_ (.>.·_:_,,.· ._-.-~-·_"'., ·. ·.· • Muskies !)ave as good a .... · · · ·. · . ·· ·chance.a~ a11yone else. "If the 
'.Xavier is hdping play will'; · .kids hit like they have' in 
' ' 
lf)'oti ~'Dig" Volleyball 
·cet "$et" forthe Best "Net" 
Action In Town 





Friday, Nov.16 (9 a.m. -8 p.m.) 
Semi-finals (6 p.m. & 8 p.m.) 
Saturday, Nov. 17 (9 a.m.- 5 p~m.) 











For more information, call 745-3411 
Although Xavi'e~.isn't the· 
top team in the conference, 
they ~ay be the mostdedi-
cated. The team believes it 
can win the tournament. 
Although statistics may say 
otherwise, the Lady Muskies 
have confidence in them-
selves to win. 
~'This team has put forth 
great effort and attitude this 
season," said Deaton. "I'm 
excited it's tournament time. 
You play this game on the 
floor, not on paper." 
Xavier will go into the 
tourney with its first winning 
season since 1983. Although 
the team is happy with its 
record, they want a better 
thanmed_iocre showing in the 
tournament. Deaton has a 
· formula for a strong tourna~ 
_merit. "Ifwe can get the pass 
off the serve, we'll play 
well1" he said. confidently. 
If Xavier netters play with 
dedication and without · 
The fifth place finish; a mixed four consisting of Dave 
Strekher; Shawn Cox, Kim Niederhausen; Jeanne Stoup, and 
coxs\vaih Carolyn Belcuore, was the highest finish of 
Xavier'stwo entries. 
1'W~ thought it was a real bad race: We were surprised 
whenwe'Jound out how well we didjn the standings," said 
Niederhau~n. . . . · . . 
· .. ' . .Theotherentfyw~s the men's lightweig}lt four of Gary· 
WahOff; Dave Haffner, Cox, Streicher and Belcoure, whid1 
placed ninth overall. ' > ' •. · ·. .. ·. '' ', 
· The previous week saw Xavier pitte<:l against many of the 
same competitors in Kri~oxvillc, Tenn; for the Head of the 
Tennes~e: The mixed four crew brol.Jg~t hc)me asilver · 
medal for the second time in as many y(!ars. · ·. . 
In the first regatta ofthe season, th.(! rit~i1 a~d women 
over.came 01uch adversity to narrowlyci¢fcat rival Miami 
Uniyersit)' five races toJollr at Hueston Wooos. 
The hoviceworien bfol]ght home.the iilajority of the_ 
rT\Ccials,winning ~hree outof fo~r events; Tlje novicem(!n 
•faredwell;·taking9negoldmed<d inth¢irJif.st-everrace> 
/ ···:_· T}le featUre race of the ci.ay tt)rne(:l tjij(~~·~¢ the cjeciding 
. : . . 
.DECEMBER GRADS: GET OFF TO A GREAT START WITH 
BURKE MAR.KETING RESEARCH 
Burke Marketing Research, a leading force In the marketing research field, Is currentiy 
seeking dynamic individuals for a unique temporary study. This special assignment 
will begin mid-January, and last 3 -.4 months. This could provide you· the new.grad 
with many opportunities and advantages: 
• An inside look at one of the world's leading market research firms; 
•Solid work experience, applicable to any business environment 
· • Exposure to Data Processing professionals In today's business environment 
• Starting salary 
. $7.50 per hour 
• Day shift hours • Monday through Frld~y 
We are seeking Individuals with excellent verbal ciommunlcatlon skills to conduct 
·national telephone ·surveys with users of offlc.t equipment. Qualified Individuals will 
be assertive, professional In manner, and able to gather lnformatlori from all levels of 
management. •Previous exposure to automat8cl office equipment Is a plus! 
Apply by .ibmllllng your resume to Buike Marketing R~. 1621 Vlclary Pskway, I 
Cincinnati, OH 45206 or call 559-7520 for additional information. 
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,, · ~:y;ri~r~sYW&"'Lh r~~~tb~t;t~h d~lliirs ~hen you're · 
· computer shopping doesn't mean you're willing . 
. , .·to make sacrifices, 
That's why you should consider 
the new, affordable Macintosha 
C~ic· computer. 
It has everything you need- . . ., 
including a monitor, keyboard, mouse, 2 megabytes of RAM1and · ·· 
a 40-megabyte hard disk Just plug everything in and the Macintosh 
C~ic is ready to run, ~cause the system software is already 
installed~ And, thanks to the Macintosh computer's legendary ease 
of use, you'll be up and running in no time. 
Like eve!)' Macintosh, the Classic can.run thousancls of avail· · 
able applications tl1at all work in the same, consL5tent way-so 
once you've learned one program, you're well on your w~1y to 
learning them all. And this is one cheap roommate that cloesn'.t have · 
trouble sh;uing. 1he Apple" SuperD1ive'.'.:.standard equipment 
• Macintosn Classic C<Jmpu1e1s purchased trelore Janua1y 1991 include sys11ml sottware on lloppy 1715115; sottware is nol ins1a1t110 
'-1990 Apple Compu11:ir. Inc Apple, !he Apple logo, ana Macintos.h ore ieg1s1ered 1tademarks at Apple Computer, Inc. SuperOnve and "The 
power 10 De your besr are ltademarks ol Apple Computer, Inc Classic is a 1eg1steree1 uademark llcensed 10 Apple Compuler, Inc. MS·OOS 
is a reg1s1e1ed 1radema1k ot M1crosott Co1porat+on. 0512 1$ 3 reg1slered trad1tma111. ol ln1erna11o~al Business Machines Corpora11on. 
For further information visit the 
-CBA Con1puter Lab or call 
· · . Rick Harris at 7 45-1980 
S. The power to be your best:M 
Psyched,about C_incy 
By M; A. Donnellon 
The Xavier Newswire 
"It happened last 
week coincidentally 
enough. About 800 
Indian chiefs, or 
warriors rather, were 
chasing me through 
the streets of New · . 
York into a riightdub 
and. they made me do 
three shows for them." 
. Welcome to the 
mind of comedian 
Richard Lewis, the· . 
abov<f.is an·explana- . 
tion of:th~ worst . 
nightmare he.ever had. 
Lewisj who has used ·Richard Lewis. 
. his personalneurOsis . . 
in his ~()medy and become.. ·.· ~st time.of my life. I went to 
famous for.it will be perform-
ing next.week in Cincinnati school in Ohio- a Buckeye" 
. . - -A:graduate of Ohio State 
at J'he EmeryThea~re. · · University, Lewis majored in 
.:'.J}alm dqwfr.tisualli·, Marketing and got his first 
during a nightmare becaus.e jo? as a copyright. · 
everyone else is running :'.c .,:;i/ifr\fortunately, 1_.almost · 
around faster than me, tha~s, ·· ·. · · · · · f ··'f h · h 
usually when I'm a_tmy'_.-·,_J'.·.'.·_:\ .... gotmto a n~ar ts.t 1g twit · 
best". ·· · ·· · the.Buckc'y' e mascot two,· 
years ago when! was the. 
On the afternoon which I Grand Marshal. I \yas just 
spoke with Lewis he said he.> kidding wit.h hin1,Iet's face 
was '~tense in a.hammock," . . it;a.Bm:kcye is a strai1ge · . 
but the comedian/Lv. actor looking thing ... it was hofout 
switched to pleasant excite- arid I told the kid inside it, 'I · 
ment when he mentioned thirik you should spray .. 
. that he had just been nomi- .1.1nderyour arm.' So I asked 
· nated for an Ace Award (the . him~ 'Just exactly where is the 
cable eqtii"'.alent of an Emmy) Ideation of the Buckeye 
for ~is comedy program, armpit' and he got upset, so 
"I'm Doomed." .·· h · d h h . e tm~ tot row a punc , 
"It's nice to get recognition. but ()hviously J .had a·disad-
like that, of course, my . vantage because r didn't 
mother won't understand;-:.. kilo~. where his' eyes were,, 
. b~t't~at's okay .. :she doesn't let alOne his face .. .It was like 
know how to be:proud.> She fighfa big brown bowling 
watched me on Letterman~ · ball. I 5ent hirri,a.letter of 
you know I I ju~t did 'my50th; .. ap<>Iogy and ·Right Guard." 
I think, and she:5ays,'I.saw ·· ·0Lewis is excited abOut his 
you last night,' arid then she 1 'date\vith the Cincinnati · 
just stops; that's the end of ' au~ience,",l've nevei'played '. 
. · the sentence ... cold chilt .. she · (in Cincinnati) s0 I'm real.ly ., 
· means well." · · · psyched.11 .· •. • • ·• 
Though Lewis is not . ·.. , ·;When asked if he had ever 
, married, he says he would heard of Xavier, Lewis 
like to be when he finds the replied, "Of course! I've . 
right person ari4says that neyerplayed it though, 
he'd make a good father. . which I hope to one day. It's 
With his immediate family he . got a great reputation at least 
says, "some love me, some from my neck,()f the woods." 
are confused by me." . (Well, SAC; you read it 
While growing up, Lewis here, get busy!).·· ·· 
stated that he was funny, . Richard Lewis will be 
because he "had no Cho.ice, performing at 8:00 p.m. on 
ot~erwise I would have gone Wednesday, Nov. 21 at The 
to the nearest mental health Emery' Theater. Tickets 
facility'. I told jokes to keep costing between $16.50-
myself occupied untill got to . $18.50, may be purchased 
college. [College was) the through Ticketron. 
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The city's new home for history 
with the sounds of crickets sound will cause your seat to By Becky Froelich d · · an tree frogs along with the rumble, with the scenes being The Xavier Newswire roar of the beasts to make the so lifelike you will be 
On Sa_turday, Nov. 10, journey complete. tempted to grab hold of yot1r 
Cincinnatians stepped into The Museum of Natural chair to keep yourself from 
the past and peered into the History's exhibit, On the Road falling into the_ picture. 
future when the Cincinnati to Union Terminal will feature An estimated 875,000 
·''i'vtuseum Center opened its mechanical beasts ofa visitors are expected annu-
dbors to the public. Based in different nature. Included in ally once the center is fully 
historic Union Terminal, the this exhibit will be more than operational. The permanent 
new Museum Center covers a dozen 1930svehicles on . exhibits of both museums -
over 500,000 feet of space, the loan froin Greater Cincinnati including the Natural History 
equivalent to fourteen collectors as well as vintage Museum's Ice Age exhibit 
football fields. · print advertisements, cos- and the Historical Society's 
The.space houses the tu med mannequins and reconstruction of the Cir\cin-
Cincinnati Museum of informational displays on nati Public Landing in 1850 -
Natural History including the auto design to recapture the are not scheduled to open 
Children's Discovery Center, atmosphere of the '30s. until autumn, 1991. 
the Cincinnati Historical Dinamalionwill be at the Also slated to open next 
· Society Museum and Library, Museum Center until Octo- fall will be an 8,000- square 
the Robert D. Lindner Family ber 1991 and On the Road will foot~ reconstruction of a 
OmnimaxTMTheatre, the be displayed through January , ·Kentucky limestone cave . 
Speeial Exhibits gallery, the 1991. · Museum officials hope. to get 
Newsreel Theatre, United Another part of the a colony of brown bats to 
Dairy Farmers Ice Cream Museum Center is the Robert take up residence in the 
Parlor, several museum D. Lindner Family cavern, where a tube leading· 
shops andfood services. ·omnimax™ Theatre. The outside Union Terminal will 
Included in the exhibits theatre is one of only 14 allo.w the bats to hunt for 
which opened Saturday are: OrirnimaxTM establishments food at night. 
the Dinamation: Return of the.. int.he count,ry. It is over five For nm:v, though, the 
Giantsa·nd On the,Road to "' ·. ·stories high with a domed . attentionis turned toward 
· Llnion.Terminal.·The .·: . .,,. . screen 72 feet in diameter. the Museum Center. Union 
Dilfon1ation exhibit hurlsthe The first movie to run in the Terminal is once again a 
visitor back to the Prehistoric Omnimaxn' was Blue Planet; center of attractio11 in our citv 
Age when these giant crea- a soaring look at planet Earth and now its citizens have th~ 
tures roamed the earth. 'it from the heights of outer · opportunity to step back into 
, showcases 23 robotic di no- space. The'14 speakers our past in a futuristic and 
saurs in a tropical setting which fill the thea.tre with elite way. 
. . 
King s·/sland's new season 
Silent· Laser Nights at Winterfest 
Winterfost, Kings Island's and frenzied elves preparing 
winter celebration, returns as for the holiday?: In the 
the Midwest's favorite Festhaus, beautifully adorned 
holiday event with ice with holidaydecoratiqns, 
skating, live entertainment, "Hometown Holiday" is. 
savory foods, homemade presented with 10 singers 
crafts; and much more. ··and dancers saluting the 
. New atWinterfest in 1990 holiday season. . · 
is.i.'Laser Nights/' a dazzling Also returning is the 
laser: show pre~rited nightly Winterfest CraftsVillag~~ 
·on International Street.,· featuring a selection of 
';Laser Ntght~" features an handmade goods from 
· excitirigarr~)ioflaser beams '· talented Midwest artisans. 
that dance across' the sky ·. Hand-crafted holiday gifts 
high above the Royal Foun- such as wood~carvings, 
tain ice skating rink. Se.t to quilts, paintings, and more 
holiday music, this breathtak- can be found. 
ing display will also utilize Kings Island will also light 
the 330-foot Eiffel Tower,· ' up the world's largest 
decorated trees, and sur- Christmas tree display as the 
rounding buildingsto create a Eiffel Tower is lit with 2,400 
truly spectacular event. . glistening white lights with a 
Delightful live stage brilliant 30-foot star on top 
entertainment is a part of that can be seen for miles. 
Winterfest again this year. Surrounding the Eiffel Tower 
"Santa's Toy Factory" in the . are more than 20,000 white 
American Heritage Music lights on International Street, 
Hall features tap-dancing · colorfully decorated giant 
reindeer, caroling penguins, Christmas trees and miles of 
holiday garland which' make 
Winterfest visually mag11ifi-
cent. 
On International Street, 
the Royal Fountain is turned 
into an ice skating rink; 
Ho.rse-draw.n buggy rides, an 
electricJra~n display, alive 
nativity scene~ and; of course, 
Santa's Workshop all add to 
the memment of Winterfest. 
Rid.es offering holiday fun 
are open toWinterfest guests 
·as well. Kings Island's 
. authentic steam train, two 
carousels, and an indoor 
family boat ride simply· 
holiday charm to visitors. 
Winterfest kicks off With 
weekend operations Satur~ 
day,Nov.17. ltisalso'open 
Nov. 23.:.25, Daily operation 
begins Friday,Nov. 30, and 
continues through Monday, 
Dec. 31 (closed Dec. 24 &25). 
Admission is $6.95. Children 
three and under are free. 
there is no charge for park-
ing. 
ard 
••t· .. ·t·· . ';. ,~. . . •. ' . . . ' .· . · .. . . .·. . -
·~ .. ·1ng 
· .. ,u:·AT/ffiE:.c1NciNNJ\.fl'.::··:::·· 
" ._, " .. . :. -:-:··_,GARQENS ...... . 
TICKE·T:S ... $.6~.oo:.)_;($8.·.o.O.'.<.: ' 
Sl'l.JDE!\lTS .. $4 •. 0Q.:·/ .. '.$6.0.Q.· ·,·_ 
,. .:·· . . · .. _.·,·<:.: :··-~-~·:.:(:~:~« .. ·· .' ··::::-::i:'1.·_;:·: ·~.~ .... 
. . .. , .. ~ .,. <" ·. 
SPESIAL 2 F(:)R 1.· 
$6.()~ TIGt~TS·1N········· • .. 
THE: NEWSlRE-. ...... . : 
bFFIC&.;· ··.·· < 
·J'· .· .. 
.. ~ . 
. GAMETIME 
'7.:30 
lf:)'h/l(i;j,/£7 , FOR MORE· 1'·';!_/·t.~~- .... ~-.i INFORMATION 
t·. . . .·CALL 53l~PUCK (7825) · 
;.·" 
· This week.end:, the Xa.viel' Pla.yers 
Gl'e sponsol'itu} Wol'[l.shop '91 ·~· The two · 
pla.ys Gl'e "On Ti4~ End:i11cjs" GM 
"~ .. . n~ NGme ·is· ...Utc:e. " · 
"On Tidy Endings," by Harvey Fierstein,, 
author of "Torch Song Trilogy," isa thought". ·. 
. provoking and heartfuldr.'!m~. ·: :·);'.(:( 
The play brings together charaeters tho~c~ed, . , 
by the death of an AIDS victim;an~·focus~s·~~. ·' 
the love, problems and the pai~ \Vh.ich e:x~.s:t~JI\ · 
·homosexual as well as· hetero5e)(tial relation:. : 
ships. Directed by Joye Blessini{a~~ EricJJ'~fo,· .·' 
the show features Derek Gain~Y,Mitrfo Loyell, .. • 
Nicholas Micozzi and Jennifer, Stark.. · · · 
"A ... My Name is Alice," is a d~l~ghtf~l a11d. · .. · 
insightful musical revue. Pe~forJrie~ by.anall .. · 
female cast including. Laura: mn;kly ~)3e~ky: 
Froelich, Eliza beth. Hash, Rachel'.fljOmas;'anci:. . 
Patrice Wilson, It offers a Jooki~tb:the lives'.of • · 
women and the obstacles they f~ce: Sonieti~1es ,·.~ 
· . l)ilariously funny, other'tiine~·t~nder'and·, _,. •·' 
touching, "A ... My Name is Alice/' will leave you· · 
:shouting 'A ... men.'' · 
. ; 
.the perforrn.~nces ru.n, at. 8:00. · 
pm, , Nov. 15-18 in the XU 'Jkeatre , .. 
jVIOLENCE 
.Is.a~j~irobJem 
.. tod~Y:~-~~o.l}le .listen 
• • F• ." -,, ,.:,1,,,.•.1 #.v-~~ •; " 
... :to~~~;students, 
· Ja~iJ)J~~~ri.d Danna 
. · GHti'.~r.;t~;trom ihe 
·!~~if i{1th:1 :· ... · 
v'ie\vsf:a"riaitcond uct a 
:. iiri'iW1:ar~6ie · -
d'is~.u~ssi9n ort 
· no·m·~·strc;.Y-io1ence 
· anci''f,fffi'iiy:I.:if e .' 
. ·.:<·):::·~.- :···· ,·. 
.. . .:·.·::;,~J:fii·· .. ·· 
pres"elitatio.n is· 
ponsor~d·by the . 
English'Cll.ib,· and 
·; .wil(tak:~ place ar 
_::~ ·e7:}P:.Pfi1:~·-·· .. 
Moriday)Nov. ·l 9 
· i~· ih~,T~~.race . 
Room, .. :AH·stu den.ts, 
f acuJty an&staff are 
. iliv:ite.dio'.attend. 
; -·, - ' . ~:~~~;~~~~;,.'5~._')c;~t: :J ,; ::. • ;:·;.: 
.. ,·r-. :,., 
,- " .. OPPORT·DNJB:HNOCKS-ON.'lllESE · 
-' ·. . . DOORS· EIRST •.. " . ·-.-_:~-~:tr·=·; : 
· Why? Because Aril\Y. ROTc :helps you develop. ·. · · · · 
· management and leadership sltills; Biillds your sell- · · 
confidence; And makes. you ·a desirable candidate · · · 
in the job market. .. . . • : . . . . . ' . . . • . . . 
. There:s no obligation until your junior year, but . 
sti~.J:!t~~~: ~ol~~!'::4:::~~~!a;:: ~~::r · . .. ~ •.. ·· - I . · ... ··· ... · 
Anliaore 
TIE SMDTEST COLLEGE 
·mun1,1mrw·1111~ ·. , · 
It's never too late to get involved withArmy ROTC at Xavier. 
For more informationon next semester's classes contact Captain 
Linda Johnson at 745-1063 · 
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Buckingstrap hitching it at Sudsy's after three years 
.. 
" By Missy Baker 
The Xavier Newswire 
Cincinnati rock band, 
Buckingstrap, will be calling 
it quits after their.show at 
Sudsy Malone's this Satur-
day. The band has been 
arnund for three years, and 
for the past year and one-
half, they have been playing 
for packed.houses. 
With a lead singer .who 
has the voice Janis Joplin 
. ah~ays wanted and a backup 
band reminiscent of the 
Velvet Underground, 
Buckingstrap has established 
its own style of music, which 
.lead singer Anna Scala refers 
·to as "bull rock." Performing 
almost all original material, 
Buckingstrap has filled a 
niche in the Cincinnati music 
scene with their bluesy, 
country-fied rock. 
During their three years 
together, the band has won 
the hearts of their fans, as 
well as several awards. Early 
in their career; Buckingstrap 
walked off with the grand 
prize in a local band competi-
tion at the Mineshaft. They 
also earned one of twelve 
spots on the 1988 Cincinnati . 
alternative music compilation 
album, Where the Hell are the 
Good Sdssors? with their 
funk-influenced "Doin' 
Lines." 
This year Buckingstrap 
was named one of 
Cincinnati's best country 
rock band by Cindn1111ti 
Magazine. They also per-
formed at Countdown '90 
and Riverfesl, and were 
featured in video presenta-
tions by Chtinnels 9 and 12 . 
It is no doubt that 
Buckingstrap will be missed 
as band members pursue. 
other ventures. "We all want 
to do different things now, 
and it's time to grow," says 
Scala, who will be focusing 
on her songwriting and 
possibly heading down to · 
Nashville. · 
Doug Falsetti (guitarist 
and vocalist) will be continu-
ing with bandmates Marc 
Friedlander, (drums) and 
Kevin Campbell (bass) and 
pairing up with guitarist 
Tom Cordilla for the new act 
Watchdog. Friedlander is 
also on demand for several 
other local gigs and has 
already started playing with 
The Pods, formerly Doc and 
the Pods. 
Buckingstrap, (clockwise from the top) Doug Falsetti, Marc 
Friedlander, Anna Scala and Kevin Campbell 
.Do Something Original 
· See 
~·If~ ZERQ _ , 
at ROT SHO'FZ 
;, 
•': 
HUGE SELECTION OF IMPORTS 
•ROCK •SOUL •JAZZ 
•METAL •ALTERNATIVE •BLUES 
•PUNK •OLD R&B •OLDIES 
. . . 
NEW &'USED COMPACT DISCS 
Jxl. X. HEARlDAVE~ 
·~·.DAHAAVE. 
• 
(Vine St., Clifton) 
Nov. 15 &16 
. "VOTED THE BFST RECORD STORE IN CNCINNATI "by CNCINATl MAGAZJNE" 1987 
·MON. ·SAT 11-9 · 
SUN 12"6 
3915 Montgomery Road 
.3H•7400 
11:00 a.m.-2:00 a:m. Sun.· Thurs. 






. IT'S TIME FOR DOMINO'S PI~ZA'. 
. lavier University "No Coupon" Specials! 
AUG. 31 · SEPT. 1 SEPt 2 
- llCREDIBLE LARGE PIZZA UP TO 5TOPPlllGS17.95 -
SEPt 3 SEPT. 4 SEPT. 5 SEPt 6. SEPt 7 SEPT. 8 SEPt 9 
,;____ llCREDIBLE LARGE PIZZA UP TO 5 TOPPINGS s7,95 -
SEPt 10 SEPT.11 SEPt 12 SEPt 13 SEPT. 14 SEPT. 15 SEPT. 16 
...:...__ llCREDIBLE LARGE PIZZA UP TO 5 TOPPING~ 57.95 ...;._, 
'.· \ 
SEPT. 17. SEPT. 18 SEF'T. 19 SEPT. 20 SEPT. 21 .SEPT. 22 SEPT. 23 
-: NIFTY S8.5014" CHEESE PIZZA 1 TOPPING-2 LITER BOTTLE OF COKE -
©1990 Domino's Pizza. Inc. Our drivers carry less than $20.00. Limited delivery area to ensure driver satety. 
ROCK T-SHIRTS & POSTERS 




---- TWO FREE TOPPllGS DI AIY PIZZA----
oct 11 oct 10 oct 11 oct 12 OCT..14 
---- LARGE PIZZA WITH 1TOPPING15.95 ----
oct 11 oct 11. · oct 11 oct 21 
----TWO FREE TOPPllGS ON ANY PIZZA----
OCt 24 OCt 25 OCt 26 oct 21 
---- LARGE PIZZA WITH 1 TOPPING '5.95 ----
OCT. 31 NOV. 1 
- INCREDIBLE LARGE PIZZA UP TO 5TOPPINGS17.95 -
NOV.5 NOV. 7 NOV. 8 NOV. 9 NOV. 10 NOV. 11 
12" Cheese pizza with one 
topping, S4.99 (Valid 11 a.m.· 
4 p.m; Only) 
.. ,, ....... 
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Have to be here 
for the holidays? 
It's time to talk turkey, and find the best places to savor 
this delicious fowl for the holidays. 
BB Riverboats is fast becoming a pleasant, fun, easy .· .i , 
substitute for grandmoth~r's house when it.comes to holiday 
feasting. A leisurely river cruise for Thanksgiving dinner 
including turkey and ham and all the trimmings allows more. 
time for visiting and less work for the whole family. 
Many folks already know BB for sightseeing and excursion 
cruises, tropical ~inners and family picnic cruises, but others 
are coming to know this oldest riverboat company on the 
Ohio as a favorite year round dining and family fun center 
with enclosed, heated boats. 
Thanksgiving is a wonderful time to catch the last of Fall's 
splendid colors and delight in the nostalgia of the early 
riverboat days from the beautiful vantage point of the Ohio 
River. 
The Nov. 22 Thanksgiving Cruise departs at 4:00 p.m. and 
returns at 6:30 p.m. Prices are $15.95 for adults and seniors 
and $8.95 for children. 
BB is now sailing from Covington Landing, located at the 
foot of Madison Avenue in Covington, Kentucky. 
For reservations, phone (606) 261-8500 .. 
If you me a person 
who enjoys the 
thea.~re, movies, 
music and other forms· 
of entertainment; 
div~"l-4\.0J\.4 needs 
yol.1. W,e are c:urrently 
in nee~fof an assistant 
editor a'nd four . . . -
regular reporters 
who will meet 
deadlines and bring 
to the section 
interesting story 
ideas. Experience is an 
asset but not a must. 
If you feel you are 




Molly A. Donnellon 
at 745-3561. 
I. 
Learn more about our Commercial Insurance 
Marketing Management Program: 
lHECitEATMEuGw 
INSURANCE CitlOUP 
STRENGTH WITH INTEGRITY 
Date: November 28· 
Time: ·t:30p.m.-8:-p.111. 
Place: Terrace Room 
Universitf Center '----------------------··- .. _, _ _ 
Do you feel as though your club or organization has been 
underpublicized on campus? The Student Government Clu 
Committee and the Xavier Newswire present a valuable 
opportunity for you to inform the entire university commu-
nity about your activities in this new Club Notes setion. 
. .Every week in this space, a different club or organization 
will have the opJ?Or~unity to write an article ab.out itself. 
This forn1at gives you, the club, freedom to wnte about your 
activities,. the adv~·ntages of joining your club, future plans, 
club news, or 'clnythingyou determine to be appropriate. 
Clu.b Notes is a gfeat way to gain noteriety while attracting 
new members~ 
The only restrictions are: your article must be at least two 
hundred words, and be turned in by the designated dead-
line. The rest is up to you. 
The Student Government Club Committee may decide at 
certain times to submit an article informing you about 
important club news. For example, we could write about 
club registration information, budget information, or any 
meeting that club officers should attend. 
In order to schedule your club for a.Club Notes article, 
come in to the Student Government Office and sign up. 
We'll let you know about the deadline and help you in any 
way possible with your article. Xavier's clubs are a great 
asset to the school, and this will only help you to grow .. 
Gooo luck and start writing! · 
Senator Bill Dwyer . · 
Club' Committee 
Through their sponsorship ofa wide array of cultural 
activities, the Xavie'r University Spanish Club has come to 
be a club that wears many hats ... uh, sombreros, !mean. 
Sometimes they wear thefr "serious" sombreros and bring 
prestigious speakers like Lorenzo Olatre, President of the 
Canary Islands, to speak about Hispanicculture. Often, 
they wear their "entertaining" sombreros with events 
ranging from monthly movies such as !'El Norte" and "The 
.Mission" to cosponsoring the Latfoo musical.group 
·"Huayucaltia." Occasionally, they'll have their."socially 
conscious" sombrero on, recycling aluminum cans with the 
Peace and Justice Programs. But you might see them most 
often with their "socially cultural" sombrero on at their 
weekly Spanish conversation/lunch time, Thursdays 
between 11 30 a.m. and 1 :30 p.m. at the front tables in the 
Grill. 
You don't have to speak Spanish, take Spanish, or even 
like Spani~h cuisine to participa~e in any of the club's 
events. Our monthly movies, for example - "El Norte" was 
primarily in Spanish, with a sprinkling of Indian language, 
but it had English subtitles. And it was free. So was "The 
Mission," that powerful English movie about the Jesuit's 
missionary efforts in Paraguay, Argentina, and Brazil. This 
month's movie, which is.a fun cartoon called "Muzzy," is 
on Nov. 29 and is free, ~oo! Talk about a cheap date. 
If you wanted to impress your friends with how cultur-
ally aware you are, going to "Huayucaltia" (pronounced 
why-you.call-tea-a) would have been perfect. You could 
have leaned back and said "Boy, they sure do play a mean 
set of guenas and zamponas. This musk 15 highly influ-
enced by the Indian music of the Andean iegion. And the 
band has members from Peru, Columbia and Mexico." 
I know you're, punishing yourself for these missed 
opportunities. But, never fear, the school year is still 
young. You still have time to attend some events and join 
the fun. You can find the facts on upcoming events by 
checking out the bulletin boards outside of the Mooem 
Language Department offices or near the Registrar's office. 
You surely won't want to miss the Dec. 14 Christmas 
Party and caroling in Spanis ·,, the possible concert in 
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A Brief Hlstorv Of 
··Wounded Knee • 
. 1990 marks the IOOth 
· anniversary of a great 
··tragedy in American history 
known as the Wounded Knee 
Massacre. On December 29. 1890. 
at an encampment near Wounded 
· Knee Creek in South Dakota. 
approximately 200 Sioux men, 
women and children were killed 
by the 7th Calvary ofthe United 
• · States Army. The Ghost Dance · 
;.;;~;:< .... : ... e, Religion, .a. I.ate 19th .century 
~:,.<'· ~·,..spiritual movement, had briefly 
· ' revitalized the strong Sioux spirit, 
• but Wounded Knee shattered their 
.·. dreams of returning to a tradi-









'·.· . . 
... 
· .. · ... 
• 
,,. 
Wounded Knee. the Cincinnati Art 
· Museum offers a series of special 
activities that pays tribute to 
. Sioux art and culture . 
lecture Bv Calvin 
Jumping Bull. 
· Calvin Jumping Bull 
will speak on "Lakota Culture and 
. Oral Traditions of Wounded Knee." 
A Lakota (Western Sioux) from 
South Dakota. Jumping Bull has· 
been a teacher and administrator 
at reservation schools in North 
and South Dakota. as well as oral 
historian in the Lakota studies 
Department at Lakota College, 
Kyle. South Dakota. Open to t~e 
· public with no charge beyond 
regular Museum admission: 
Wednesday, November 28. 7:30pm 
·in the Museum Auditorium. 
Attend A Performance Of 
Tiie Tllunderlllrd American 
. . lndlan Dancers. · 
The Thunderbird American Indian 
Dancers will present historical 
interpretations of the Ghost Dance 
and other Plains Indian dances in 
a special. one-time-only per-
formance at the Cincinnati Art 
· Museum. The Ghost Dance was 
the primary 19th century expres-
sion of the Ghost Dance Religion .. · . 
which. until .the Woundecl Knee 
Massacre. brought spiritual hope. 
or renewal to the Plains Indians. 
• • 
The performance will include 
explanations of both the music 
and dance with audience partici-
pation encouraged. 
Use the form in this ad to order 
tickets. Saturday, December I. 
2pm in the Museum Auditorium. 
Tiie 811111 DlllCI Slllrt:·'. . · ... i. 
Museum assistant curator. Lynn 
Bilotta. will present a talk on 
"100 Years Later: Wounded Knee 
Remembered." The discussion will 
be presented in the gallery where 
the Sioux Ghost Dance shirt is 
displayed. The shirt from about 
1890 is painted with spiritually 
symbolic dcsigns~.'.fhe Sioux 
considered Ghost Dance shirts 
sacred and protective. and wore 
them when performing the Ghost 
Dance. Lynn Bilotta's talk will 
focus on the Ghost Dance religious 
movement of the 19th century and · 
its relationship to the Sioux 
Cincinnati· 
ArtMus.eum 
Ari's run ·:Ir/:-: St11UI'/ ·Art's //1•r1• 
. . . . . . . . . . ' .• 
._. _....._. ..................... " ... -.. -~ .......... - ··~ _ .... - ... _ ......... ;.. ........ ~ .............. ·~--· - ........................ « • ., 
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massacre at 
Wounded Knee. 
Open to the public with no charge 
beyond regular Museum admis-
sion. Sur~day, December 9. 1 :30pm. 
·· 8n•1l flflnit1111n. 
Hours: Tues .. Thurs .. Fri .. Sat. 
10am-5pm; Wed. 10am-9pm; 
Sun. 12-5pm. Admission: 
Adults. $3; College Students $2: 
Seniors $1. 50; FPCe to children 
under age 18; Free to everyone on 
Saturdays; Free to members at · 
..,;{.. all times. 721-5204 
<jHl\Qj,'1.~'$1f'9A.\lr~~' 
'i;','!\:.~." 
' >~;fv;~~- ·i 
. r:;;;;~·~;;~;;·;;~~:,~;;;~ .. ;~";;;~ ................... l . 
· ~ Cinci1111au Art Museum along wit/1 a ~ · 
~ stamped, se/f-mlflressccl envelope $ 
· $ lo: Pu/Jlic 8e111icc Office. Cincimwti ~ · 
~ Art Museum. Eden Park. Cincimwt,i. ~ 
· ~ Ollio 45202-1596. Orders will /Jc $ · 
~ filled fi1·st-come-first-se1vcd. ~ 
· ~ since seating is limited to 425. ~ · 
~ Please send me tile following ~ 
· $ tickets for the Decem/Jcr /st, 2pm ~ · 
~ performance /Jy tile 11wllder1Jirc/ ~ 
· $ American Indian Dancers: · ~ · 
$ _ tickets at $3.50 per (cllildren ~ 
· $ under age 18) ~ · 
. f_ tickets at $5.00 per (1W11se11111 ~ . 
$ mem/Jers, senior citizens, college ~ 
. ~ sttulellls) · ~ . 
~_tickets at $6.00 per (Geneml ~ 
. $ p111Jlic) I llave enclosecl $ ~ · 
j . ~ 
•~\;um• ~ • 
• ~ \1hlr1·~:-o : 
. ~ ~ . 
~ c11vsrn1t·1z111 : 
: ! 
• j Uii)llllll' 111111111· ~ ' 
, ·i~.,.,.., ....... ,., .. ~9.,·~'•'Ha;"''•'•'•'n•••••••••••"'~•'•'•'•~~.~!,,J 
• 
·• 
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Alumni celebrity has advice- for students 
Bill Cunningham, o man of diversity arld gction. 
' .· . ' .. . . , .. 
By Garry Weiss 
The Xavier Newswire 
soda I issues." He entertains and 
'informs about 100,000 listeners. 
In addition to practicing law and 
his radio work, he started Willie's Bar 
A local celebrity, lawyer, entrepre- and Grill, in Montgomery, one and a 
neur and Xavier alumnus had same half years ago. 
profound advice recently for stu- He said he started it because other 
dents. · · personalities have opened successful 
Bill Cunningham; Xavier graduate. restaurants and he knew from 








you go to 
Xavier 
view it as a 
privilege, 
as a license 
to improve 
the lot of 
"Be not consumers, but producers. 
Use.it as a launching pad to help 
others and not yourself." 
he went to events or places. 
Cunningham traveled to several 
other prominent sports barsin the 
United States and "took the best of 
each one" and his own creativity to 
start Willie's. , 
· He said he found investors and 
obtained a liquor license. "It has been 
extremely successful." 
Cunningham is looking at opening · 
another one in Western Hills because 
"there are more comnion men there 
than anywhere else:" 
· In addition to his accomplish-
' ·.· .·. . ·. ·.· .·: .... :;.• .. ·_· .. ·· ... -}?+. :~:-'.j'y!:~f':~;'.(~~.~~'~)~~ti:·~nquirer.file photo• 
fine forum. I.enjoyentertainiilg.a~<:f:: : :'.r.l:>eh~\rior.'~;:.: . .'':/:'.:.::·:, ·,·. · 
infonning people." · : . '· · '>·\ \ ·()'::.{'>::,:; ~uii11'.ingham :sai~/~The basic 
Cunningham graduat~~ froT. ::;:· '.··--: '{C.hrjstiari' moraJe,thic, instilled in me 
.Xavier. in .the days ofKent State;~ ~" · ; .:,.:at)~~vier-in:the)ate 605 played a ·.·. 
Vietnam, Fathe.r Schmidt a~~ J?~; ,'/: ::- : :)najor,pa.rt:fo·my ~thic"I develop-
Hauk where he graduated m lustory- menf/L<. ~-: . ·. '· . 
He said when he was at Xavier, he .·. 
loved it. "It was small enough to 
ments; the past ten months he has 
been on 22 Alive and WKEFOayton 
television station as a commentator. 
He said, "They refer to me as the 
and minored in politkal science> ;: . : ·· Hehasbeen·marrjed 21years to' 
He said in 1970, l{-C. closed .. · . · .. ··. ·.:, his_,wifepe~ny.>S,he is a' lawyer ... ·.· 
because of fire bombings and e)(pl()- · .. referee in·dome'stic'relations court; 
.. sions. "During this time )(a vier was . They })ave on~ bo}' who is a senior know people and big enough to 
avoid people." · 
Cunninghamstarted·his law career 
after graduating from the University 
of Toledo in 1974 with a Juris Doctor 
degree. 
In 1983 he started with WLW 700 
radio station as a talk show host.· His 
. program runs 9-12 a.m. and is on 
"sex, divorce, politics, America and 
Commemoration of the 
martyrdom of the six Jesuits 
and their two co-workers 
slain at the Universidad 
Centroamericana, 
San Salvador, 
Nov. 16, 1989 
Wednesday, Nov. 14: 
"Peace and Justice in El 
Salvador,"11:30 a.m. & 12:30 
p.m.; Terrace Room, Univer-
sity Center · 
"A Question of Con-
science," 7:30 p.m.; Tucker's. 
Lounge, Brockman Hall 
Thursday, Nov. 15: ''A . 
true story of a modem hero," 
9:30 p.m.,Tucker's Lounge 
Friday, Nov.16: Update 
on Legal Aspects of Jesuit 
Murders Case, 11:30 a.m. & 
12:30 p.m., Alter Hall, R~ 224 
"Martyrs in a Martyred 
Land," ecumenica.l prayer 
service, 8:00-9:30 p.m., St. 
Xavier Church, 607 Sycamore 
Saturday, Nov. 17: "A 
true story of a modem hero," 
9 p.m., Kuhlman 1V lounge 
passed over.· It was just businessas. · .. · ·.·.at Madeira High School and plays 
usual" · _ ,., , :. ,.;basebatt,.•'!.Jf he'.s lucky, he may go to• 
·Jerry Springer of Dayto.n, ~he voice of 
the common man." . .. 
He obtains his information. by 
reading the Dayton Daily News and 
watching the Dayton News on 
Warner Cable. 
"I respected the Jesuit priests ~ho ... Xavier/"-Cuni1it'1gham said. . 
dedicated their lives. They showed· _ · ..•. , Cu11ni1'\g~am ga,ve some additional 
us the right way" . , ·, advice to·'.the students. "Work hard, 
Though he enjoys his life and all In hi,s class were Ken Blackwell, . ; study,-take your vitamins, wear the 
· he does he said if he had to make a 
choice of one thing it would be radio. 
"I enjoy the pulpit. Radio is such a 
, Tim Burke, and several otherJU.hirc · ·American. fli,lg proudly, persevere, 
politicians. "We channeled our social ·have grit,: guile; determination, fear 
conscious into m~re political 'w<ty~-c),f>: of c:;od and.love. of cou'ntry.". · 
r-f', ._,. .,..,.. ~ 
.~.. . .. .. . .... 
,,...--------
What is 11 to be a 
r.omparnoo ot Jesus today? . 
11 1s to engage; .··. 
under. the standard 
ollhe ·cross, :. 
i11 the c:ruc1al struggle 
ol our times: . · 
l 
thfi stn1ggle for faith _ 
dhd that struggle for j1.Jstice 
•ivhich ii includes. 
~ . . . 
Xavier 
University 
.. ·: .Ga.n~ry .·. . 
... Arinourices the film, · 
: S.~ries The Philosophical ... 








· :.-~.::.· .. of Xavfor's Art-· ,... ·' 
'_.: .:Depa.rtment'.:- .. · 
'·';.;.·=:·.-:..:::.:. ::-:-:-:.:·:·-· .... '••/' ::·-:·:<.-·:-··.· .. · ., ·--:.;.,.;-.. <·.;.:::: 
··:,:.' 
·::·:·~·~~·J·.~ ...~-~-··•t<~c~;,~··~·.r~'.j. ~~·-7··7-~·~~··~:·j~~0~)+,;7;::i:::±:f~:S-:~~:-7;·~·~~~__:__:._~~.::__:._~~~~--:-::.::•·~·:;L.~·~Tlt'.!!!.e~X~av~u~r.~ .. N~nu~ .. ~-swi~·tt~;~.~~-W~··~ed~n~e~sd~a~y~;N~o~v~c~m~bc~r~:1~4~,1~9~90~-~P~a~g~c~19~ 
,111@1'~~8,'J~i~l~~S speak up. 
•- · · · · · · .·, .. • .._n.~ctto ~~is toAecide what - were important items that · 
. . By HeidfH~iTiphili . ·_.- > · :,_ '.•.:,:\.t};~o.f.~<>r~:.t)-\ey~Wa~t and · should appear on a resume. 
The Xavier.:New,slfJire . . ·. ··, ·>·/·/'.\r}lere ttiey·;warit fo do it~ ·. Items that should have been 
. , . '.-' .... -. . . ''"\ ' - !,; .... : .· :,.:~f}~(~~i.ng'.thes.e.dedsions, excluded were high school 
• ... · .· 1: _F1~st:,t~1~1?s(~_r.st,::: A.J?? /:\, :;:~J-re.s~.11\e~tpaf ~e~e~tifone's ~ducatio~ and personal . 
. S~rd1~_<lt.~.~~11.IJ9.tp..~~am <ln.:·::, ·:'.~!}P.!:V•9.Ya.hty, sho~t~.;b~ · .· · •.· · mformat1on that may.v10tate ·• 
. · ·. c1~~e~v1ez.~ ~lth()~t:~f.l ~ff~c" : : :~ wn.t.t~~:· . ._;.•:/_~· ·<;·\_' . :'. ' ' EEOC (Equal Employment· . 
, -~; hv~ res~~~;:. :A~:_e'!lployer .. ' ~ .: /· ·:·iT~e.«~PPlicane.~ n~1lle, · Opport~nity Commission) 
·•· .·trJ>,1.c~Jly.spe1;1es;•<m.ty 3~ '. , -.:·:·:·~.~~~ess,}m_~:telephone ·. . . regulations. In a separate 
, s~~nd~;!<>o.k1,ng a.~.ea~h ~: ".' ·· ;-~;1l~~~.~-,~~()uld .pe.(lUhe top ~tudy (v21 Swnm '84) inv?lv-
. < ~esur~e; ~ •t-1.s ~!'lse,nt1a! thab : ·.<>(J!Je p~ge;followed by a ·. ... mg 305 students and 390 )Ob 
, .. -.' no~cand,1d~tesconvey · < · '. ;'. ;sta~¢.m.entof:care~r:C>bjective. recruiters, it was found they 
· ·.: :: .irt"f~!nt~!ion'deartyand ,·::,:::.::::A'.+esum~mtisfhav~'focus, ··· prefer resumes to be on white.·· 
. ·· •. ~()rtci~~y:~.· ; . ' .. : : :: ' .' :. ·. . . •. :· w~ic~ i,t:gets from ari_objec- paper with a serif typeface. 
: · ;:r.;~:eecause ~-l'.e~ume.1sa: •. ·Jiv~:. Employers.want to see · .. ·"Generally, especially for 
·:: · mar~l?t,iri,g to~Lt.~~Jis an co~mftir)~nt sfii!!ingfroin . students, a one page format . 
. . ._ apphcan_r:,s (i~~t; ";nd prob-,. .~tll~pagei~,Be s~dfic"as tO the that's very easily read and 
. ' ably mo.st.s_i~i!icant, oppor-. )dn_d of jobyou\vant;:.what includes the highlights of 
·. . tH~itY~.tcf,d,.~stih~~sh hilllself' : : s.k.Hlsiyo:~:iva'ri'tfo use, and . your accomplishment is 
)-<~:re::0~;~:~w~~~~~~~-·:.?·~~~\~~-ri: ~~~?fo or~ariiia~. ,·_ . ·. ~~c~~~~~~~:w?:a[;~an a 
· · \ yan,~e ar.t?,t~o.~ey~J() .. d1ff~r~~-·' -::':''~c.co!Jlph!;hme11ts (work Stephame Bates, Director of 
. :: '~ tiatipn.:.:g_n.y~lope ~nd(pa,Pe.r'.;' . experi.enc~>:and:e(!ucation.. Career.Planning and Place-
,.: •. · should be color~cohrdiriated~';'"~shouldifollow."nexf:Show . . meht. 
·. FQ~tsa#_d:page:lay.C>ui¢a,n:·.:· .:;·h8~;.witl·ii'n.the stope of ' . Some specific items that 
:, ma.ke'.tJ.l~res~me pleasing to .: .Yolir c~·r~~nt.jOb, yoµr work should be avoided include 
.. ·· th~~ye,'c<i,!i~:wnting sho.uld · .~;:Jesuits ha.ve ~l)eflted the - · hobbies, age/ height, and 
. ··be ·a.s jargO.n~fl'ee as.poS.Sible;· ·:organization .. Apros~ctive .. weight. Focus the readers 
>andgramm~~tcallycorrect: .. ·. ·.· .einployerl.ikes to kno~ .· attention immediately in the 
.With fact$ presented .honestly you're aware tlfat\vork . , . . most important information: 
· and straightfofwardly)Othe · should produce results - ajob your expe~icnce and accom-
. ·. ·readerwHlfi,aye.n.O PJ'O~lem ' ~~ mof'.e than simply perform- plishmci1ts. Other no-no's · 
. extradillg'riee~fod inforitla~ .. '· "ing the .. tasks in' a job.descrip-. include salary information 
· tfon'. Aresu,met.s ton~;·st}'l.e ... ; . tion_.:. When stating:your ·.. unless requested. The salary 
.. and appearance should·: \ 1: ·, · .. 'res.utts:give specific facts. issue shouldn't be raised 
.. ·.: .... reflecMh~:applic'afits person~ .. Ho\yever; do~_'t gi_ve»too · until you are a serious 
''::· ·. ality. · .. · ·:. · '. ·, .· .. . , . . ,;many details.or outline each candidate. Never lie. Don't 
of"f-ca.pus :_ 
Housillg.-
Walk to campus 
Cable HC>,ok-up .: 
/The main challenge·fo .. · ... · .. , frtdividtial'task: Hit.the ·.. claim that you have a college 
.. w.ri~~ng:~n:eff~~t,iv~}res~ri)~;-i.~::frh'ig~light'.s_, c!l'ph.asi~ing: ._ .· . degree if-you don't h.~vc o_ne; ·. ··.- : · · ·.' · .. -·$ ... _.·2,.·4._.·5.-_ .·a:· n" ··d·.·.·.:u"p;·\: .... '.··"'~"-- '' · .. to provide, tne:.mformahon:,,., ' . .:.· those:that. w1lhnterest the Do not m1srepresen t JOb . · · ..
.. .. 11ecessa.tr:~o·sµg#~sttr'afthe· •. ··r.r~,ijpe~"trv~·e111p10ye~,t~e-. ·• · ti_ues; a·cademic or rrotes-· · ·. .£. · · · d .... A.. · · .. -
.. > a\jthor.1s a, knowledgeabl.e ~. ' .. most,.and; 1fatall possible;' s1onal honors, dates ot .ox or. ''.. .· pts~ . 
.. ·_;·professi'~riat:'fil()yi,rigJ!',a •·:·.,,(u,se_<i.9nc,pagefor)r\<:t(~·· .... -·<effi.ploy~entoral1ythingclse · ·- 1005 D · ·.-A ·· · · Brisitiye.~.i,,red~On;•~ Jp~·:titJesi;;!,~'.::·~i.::·~~~:#.~~_y.~y,<?fp<~;r,~?11nel , , · " ·· that can be easily verified. ·. ··. · anci . .:ve. · 
. ·'. sho~ld ged~<lr_ly,stated; and. ,·,ad111uus~rato.rsfrom.Fortune People can be, and have · · CaU AJf.at · 
... J>oh. :si_t1idonbei~··a.nt;~d:rga,ri2:atio~'< . :1sgq:~_~o1'rpf'o8'rati.~riidc.Ti'if"he: · .·. bt.een, fi~e1d _tf·?rdn:iis;eprest~nta~ · _·861 ~5928': . ' ,S ou, . ,s~a., -~ .. '-~;~st~ give '): f',UXrif 0 : .1.15.l~CSS· Off1rrJUnl~ 10n.ona SI IC 1111orma !Oil . . 
;:_ t~~ lllost.('\V9~~P.!!:?;illlpr,~s~; <\2,5':l.ti,6:n~ . <p~!f~ll:'.,~.1J!-:.rf\fe~led ·on resumes or applica_tions. · · 4 74"".0449; " 
· ~·~n to_ t~~.r.eil~~~: -;l~ ~pply.; .·:: .'.~i;t.~~f-01,(l,,t~<?,,n-.on,i~~a.t _ad mm- , · Wheri re~umes ach1e~e 
. mg fora,:s~pe~~s_o~y ~~, ': · . ~ :!s!rator~:'rYo~lcl:!1~e. t~ ha\'e · low resp?nse rate~, the JOb . ,. RI CHM() ND.: · · 
·· lllal\!lgemen.t pos1t1p,n1 .1t 1.s. . · : 1ndu~ed;~nd excl.l)ded from· . seeker _should realize that ···· · · · 
•. especially:impo:rtan.tto: .~·· • ' ·.college studen.t.s! ~estin1es. · s~me firms do not respond to· ·LAW: ' 
emphasi~ corjlniunieatkiri --. :'. :: ,'.· <·•Qf..tn¢ 200 resppn~s: ·.·.. . resume~, as a policy, the 
·-abi_lity~~~co~~¢r~ f?i· . ·. ';:' re,c~-~y~/~~s~qn¢l:adi;tjinis~ .· -~~suine may not be circulat- · ... 
. :: people,,i.n,c::l.udmg s~1lls s1:1ch > '. trat,ors.fel,t:thc:tt s~ate.mentof · · ·mg beyond entry-level clerks,· , ' 
.' · as delegation e!n,d;tea~'-:•<,. : :.:' pr:o(¢s'si0nalo~jectiv~;--::' ·: or the resume may'rieed to be 
_·'-building:;.:":'>:·~:/:":·:"::·:;·:./·~.· : , ·. : :edt.icaHorial. qualifications, .. : . edited for clarity or effective-
. · · · , The· first thing job seeke.rs ·•. ' ' and :employinent'history · . · · . ness .. · 
• .. : toa'.n;s;'~'.'Ciad-<lli'~y-te{:fi'rn,EI ne ia I aid ·.. . .. .· . . . Small c1-.:·~aw0nivefaculty .. 
·. . .·'B::E··· ·
5
· ··w· ;'d .... li:'::;:::.''.'"~'-.:~;1.1· .. 1-'·. ::·::·;,: ;~ ·::; · ,;/; < ;~:;.:; Y(caijr\(}fbe·~~n~61idate~ .. He~l k>aris' i;annot be : . '..• eeauiifu1 iubuib.n'C:U...,u• · · · .,:.Tli' X -~ ,, aN._ng~".~i ... > ' ;,-'.'.· ' ,; · .. {\ .. , .. <.•:.;;·.::•.·consolidated,.but the amount a student owes, . · · ·-. .. :.iii: Diaalnici.aei81;~uniif ... 
·:_ .•. Y.t.·.:. ·a_·: .. vi.~. '.~.:_ .. -.s.·r.-.·.·.·.u.·:ri%_·-.~-~--~_t.·_i·.:..:~·.i~,~.:3.· :'.~~a .. ··.u_•~.-.h.o_-.·~. ·.i_-~.·_.;' ·'.t. h_._ .e. '. ·.~.'~·-.:_· ·: .. _·_,:·:····.-~.-. a ..•. ~r __ :,'t..h.·~~. _::~.~.··.~_· .. ~ ..... dl1~.i~~Pt .. ~er_· --~~:~.-pede~~~. ~o deter-: ;: }:_·:~::~:: ~-P•~.inent 
c- ,..., . - .. - .. :·.;_··.·.·. en ••. tV::e°'·~=;·~ ....  .. ·.-·.····._.•.... ·.~--,···.·.·.·_w  ·.in.· .. ;. ·, S~d~.~t~i:t:.Ma,.r~~.t~g A~~ati()~IJ~.t:OllS()~l; ·:-t':·.~ter~st .. rat~:_durmg_repaymentequals. the .. , &• _ - • 
: c;i_ate stude~ t l~.ll!i .and :all()W: p~~en. ~s O\'.e~ ·, .·• . :. w~1ghted a ver<1ge of all loans; or. 9%, whichever · ~ Ll~nng.Skil~ cl: ·. 
-·~~~X:.b~~~~;~~~:;~.~~~~d, b,~t~~~,'.~~z~-,ri,f~. .: · .. _)S,'.~~{:r,~rco¥.~rpta, As~i~t~~t ~i~ec~o~ ?f . :: . ·. · · .': ~· ~1n~..C.:J>rogrim.., . _·.· · 
, ~.9~.thl)'J>~ym~~t5-;W~S:re~u-~ed; ~.u;t~~tW!> • _. .}'Fmanc~<I~ Plannmg, says consolidation 1s, . · ··.·<VIP> •aeca'~jor inicllize . • 
·.ith.ousatj~ .stlid~~t~1,w1th·:over,$4CJ91n1ll_ion. ~ll · .. ,:_ '.i'~neflc1al for people who have a heavy .· ,._ · ·· · · ·. · · · 
.. out~ta~~~g l~.1:1S/~~d s1gn_~d .~P f«;>r),oan : ~ , · p~yment."- . · . . .. ·. :. · . · . 
.. · . · .. c~nsplidat10~1n ~hef1rst.two.ye~.rs. ;: /" ......... ,..,,:..:,,J:,-;·:.=:~Defe~(?nt,·ur~li~e othl?r.loan·programs, 1s. 
· · :' Pay~hecks:cguld be sell.tsparll,'glyrb1:1t · ·· ... · .aUo~ed·m·~hre~.cas~sunemploymcnt, tempo-. 
·. Congress wa~µllh'!PPY\\'•th th~ prog~a~~- .~t~ ·. ·:rary _totald1sabih~y,and a retum·toschool. 
.found thilt. the 7~ interest rate proved .costly·m · · · · ·.To determine monthly repayment amounts 
~ubsi~ies~ and ~rrm~eJ:s _who \Vere ronsolidat- .. fod~n si~es; c~l~ulate the appropriate interest 
. mg did not need help~ . . · · : rate; and tune Jumt, then record the correspond-
• . ·. After a lot of disagreement in Washington, a ing annuity factor. · · .· .. · 
compr~mi~e could; not be reached. However, ··: Ac~ord~g to Xavier's Office of Financial 
consolidation had so many.supporters that the ·. Plannmg, m 1988-1989over 85% of the students 
issue was brought back to life. . . received some form of financial assistance. 
· The 1986Higher Education Act limits loan. According to Comerota, it would be great for 
consolidation to total federal loans. Plus loans students to have, "One monthly payment." 
. •. cClebrating 120 ye~ 
· ICrving cm kl~al profe8ion . 
l-800··289•URLAW 
.· Director of Admission Services . 
Uaivenity of Ricbinond 
· •·· School of Law · · 
RicbmoJld. VA23173 
Pully A.:creclited ABAJAALs .· . . 
:·.s;l-·li:: 
• ~ ... , , :~ WEEK • 
Earn u~ t~;SlOOO in one 
week for your campus 
· organization. 
• Pim ·a;cbUce at 
SSOOOmorel · 
This:program works! · 
No investment needed . 
·can 1.aw.932-0s2s 
. bt;SO. 
· Thete;s·r\,{place like home· for 
· the. holidays[ Btii;for. those 
who are notable'. to'· get home 
let Arthur's be your refreat: 
Your home away from home. 
· . Arthll~'s h~tida~ ~h~dule: 
<11~ 
Ba~ ~ Restaurant • Garden · 
3516 Edw•rds Rd. 
Hyde Park Square 
.. 871·5543 .. ·. 
calenda~ 
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All announcements for the 
~eekly Calendar must be 
sent to The Xavier Newswire 
office in the University 
Center, ground floor, by 
Friday, prior to publication, 
at 12 p.m. (noon). Please 
direct.mail to Gary Wahoff, 
.Calendar editor. Be sure to 




" 4··  ThePeaceStu.dies. 
· Committee . 
. . : · presents "Movies 
and Discussion'' in the 
Terrace Room from 5:00-
6:30 p;m. 
XUAA holds its open 
, Alcoholics Anonymous 
· • meeting at 4:QO p.m. in the . 
· Re is Room; · 
Pre~registration begins 
today and continues 
. through Tuesday. 
15 
Putout the· 
. cigarette today 
. · · during the "Great 
American Smokeout." · · 
The XU Players present 
"Theatre Workshop '91." 
Show time is 8:.00 p.m .. 
16. "Judicial Update ·. . . re: Murder. · Investigation" ' 
featuring Michael and 
Joanne Rizer, is in Alter 224 
at 11 :30 a.m. and 12:30 p.m. 
Theatre Workshop '91 
starts at 8:00 p.m. 
17 Students Mobi-lized to Fight · . Homeless and 
Hunger, sponsored by 
University Ministry and 
Programs in Peace and 
. Justice, runs today from 
s:ooa.m . .:.7:30' ~m; . 
The Annual Turkey Trot 
Dance, featuring the Xavier 
Big Band, runs tonight from 
8:30p.m.-12:30a.m: in the 
Armory. 
Come out and see fast-
paced basketball action as 
the Muskies take on 
Lexington AAU in an 
exhibition game tonight at 
7:35 p.m. in the.Cincinnati 
Gardens. 
The Xavier Players con-
tinue Theatre Workshop 
'.91 tonight at 8:00 p.m'. 
18 TheXavier . . Players wrap-up ·. "Theatre Work-
shop '91" with today's 8:00 
p.m. showing in.the 
Theatre · 




Interested in collecting 
aluminum cans from class". 
room and dorm buildings? 
- Earn extra· funds for 
yourclub · . 
- Participate in helping 
our environment · 
If willing to earnon a ... ·.·. 
monthly basis,' contact Micki. 
Beresford· with the Recydi ng 
. Club at351-85l7 .. 
Sitter wanted 
for infant in my 
home, 1 day pe.r 
weel,<, sometilnes· 
evenings .. Walril.ff 
Hills .. Please call 




; Clilssaf a~ds . . . 
. Tell them 
greetings 
..· c~ming .. 
.pecember 5. 
.:, :. 
. --·. ·---· ... -· ' .......... ~ .. ~ . ,·. ~ ... ~·, ·.·,-.-.:.· ' .. ---·. -- -· . .. ~ . ~'" ...... 
:·:,·,• ·' 
On the· road': to· the· 
, ·.'I, , .. · ' . 
IN. C'I·. 17\:E~ ·. CJ LJ.'.E]9: 
'•, .: .. :: 
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Musketeers seek to return totbe big show 
By David St_ubenrauch 
The Xavier Newswire. 
Jamal Walker. Last year, picks in Tyrone Hill and honor. He returns to the ably also say tpat good 
Walker led 'the MCC with Derek Strong. This year, . fytuskies as}He· third . .. assistant coaches make a 
7 .1 assists per ga~ne, bu_t he steps into the iimelig~t.. leading :scorer (10.2 ppg) good coach,and Gillen has 
this year, he will be called . With huge hands, a soft and _best field .goal· maker four of them. The veteran 
Ask sixth year head· on to also start up the fast- touch and e~cellent leaping (52.7%). Agood'leap'er, is Skip Prosser who is the 
coach Pete Gillen how he's paced tempo thatcoach abilities, Williams should · he 'earned his starting spot : · oniy rem<lining member of 
doing, and more -than 
likely he will tell you that 
after losing two NBA.picks 
last year he has been 
sleeping like a baby ... "I 
wake up every two hours 
and cry." 
However, Gillen· does 
-have a good nucleus 
· returning from a team that 
went 28-5 last year, 12-2 in 
the Midwestern Collegiate" 
Conference, made a con-·' ' 
secutive fifth-straight trip 
co the NCAA Tournament, 
and beat powerhouse 
Georgetown University to 
<lclvance to the "Sweet 16." 
The veteran backcourt 
players in Michael Daven~ 
port, Colin Parker _and > 
Jamal Walker will be 
called upon to carry the .· 
bulk of the wei!!ht The 
Muskies will be starting a 
.. frontcourt of sophomores 
. " 
Gillen has.planned .. At present a triple threat;. last season with a coinbi~ · .. Gillen 's original staff. His 
5' 11 ",he c~n fool an rebounding,,scoring and •. ' nation of good defense and main assignmenrhas·been 
opp,0nentinto believing shot blocki-~g. Nicknamed consistent offense. ' the frontcourt He helped 
that he ' "A Dwayne WilSon also mold Bryon Larkin and 
won't gofor-." · . Train,'' retu·rns to the squad for a Sum Kimbrough, among 
the basket:·· he second year, havingsat o.ut . others, into outstanding 
'Before appears . : · because of an injury.in the · guards. 
anyone to pos- 1988-89 season. At 6'8" Dino Gaudio is coach 
knows it, sess the and 251 lbs., hewillbe a Gillen's big~man coach.· 
though, he's. traits that force to reckon with .under.. He has been credited with 
dm1ked it will put the basket. J(he stays. developing of Tyrone Hill 
through for . him on healthy and works on ·.. . and Derek Strong into the 
two. Gillen the f~st consist~ncy,he could erid · •.. ·superb players they were 
finds track to up in the starting five'. and still are. 
Walker to great Along with the~four - Conte.Stamas came to -
be an . college - freshman standout: round- Xavier last year and did 
integral part . status. ing out the 1990~91 Mus.: ·. what Gillen called "a fine 
of the ... Sopho-:. kete:ers are fo4r w~lk~ons; · ·job in .his first yea;·'.' His . 
Muskete~r,: · more< .•:<_S9phomore .. ~#cJ<n9p:i~ .•.· .. duties includeJhe . 
'ffneup:; ·•· ·.·· ·Maliri~e'.·'f::'.fhe·.smalle~tb(ih€.Xlf}:'.·;:G··.,~ta6les," x_avier's·study ·,, 
calliryg bim "' . phofo by ouanc wo1H Bra~tle~ - : ·Muskies. Sop hombre·;·· _ · · :program ·rrir'~hde~cI'iis'sffie'~: 
the''"str~~ A~ro ~·u· .· , .. ·. . - wiU piCk . ~ark Poynter als()re_turns . -, athletes. · · .. · · · 
Jh~t,s.tirs, the, ·· . n 1 tams postttons , , . ,up right . .. for a second year. Two · _The n~w a~lc.lit!9i{~.~-~h.r~,;,,,·:, 
drink." .. -_ · hunself to.grab a rebound. . . where he new wi1lk~oris are freshc · ·: staff is Louis.Orr, former · : 
,.Theoth~c. ..I~ftoff. men WaltWinstonand ., all-s1arforward at Syra-·_ 
.· ·c6-captain(sMichael · rn l_ast_year's pos1-season Shannm1 Howell:, ·.·' .· ·. cuse and NBAvete,rai1.· . 
Da~eryport"This senior . run, Brantley st~rted all Gillen says that; '·'g~:>0d 'This is 01'r's firs! coachillg 
fromGranci Rapids, Michi- three NCAA Tournament . players niake a good .· :position ancfit's one he is· 
gah,is being co_unted on to. games. In that stretch, he coach." He woul~ prob'" · excited about "I'm look-
.find that· pote,nt three-point scored 27 points: .• ing Jorwitrd to my first 
touch which made him the and collected I I shot at coll~ge level coach-
fifth best bomber in the rebounds. An ing and working with 
MCC fasty.ear·(1~9 per aggres'sive coach Gillen,'' said Orr. 
·. game average). A great player, he w_ill The Xavier Musketeers 
leader on arid off the court, be asked to ready the1_11sel ves for one 
he enjoys.frustrating' coverthe best 'of the toughestc~allenges 
oppori¢nis.with'his solid ·. offe~si,Ye· they have seen in a long_ 
defeilse'. · · · play~rs on the time. With the conference 
The third senior is Colin opposing teams getting:stronger, and the 
', . Parker out of Toledo, Pqb~.'.to 1989, number-one status' back on 
.__ ___ p~h~ot-o~by_o_ua_n_e -w-ot......Jff . Ohio. :off.the behch late, Xavier's last their shoulders, they find · 
Tyrice Walker pounds 
home tw~ points. · 
heis o.nepf the likely · MCCNew- themselves constantly· 
candidates to get the qall. corri~r-of-the- fighting back .. 
He ~as· an.exce_llent touch Yearcwris the Coach Gillen said that 
from the perimeter and school's all- the number-one status 
espeCially, outside the · timeifo(lding could be tough to. defend 
Maurice Brantley, \Vho. . . three:poirit line~· · sco~~t;.~yron · 'lfr:.":.t~fr\.· jf:;f:!-;,· ·;:. ... with all the other tealTls . 
played key roles at the end '_Stuffing t~e foside game Lar~;·P·I But l~st ~- ' .· ', . .l\ . . aimirigjilst ~t the Muskies. 
and freshmen, including 
Aaron Williams and 
·of the 1989_90 _season. · is sophomore Aaron year{sopho- . ,.., ~ . ·''.They will ~~_ck us until'we 
Considered one of the '' Williams .• Last yearas a more;,Jamie. '. ·'.\ are dead;" S~fd Qilleri. · .... ' 
most exciting point guards 
in the country is co-capt~in ~~·~:~e~~::i~~~~~t ~:~t~,~~}f:~:;J%~~;f;~'tfi~~4.soesfor 1he dunk: ·.. . . . •• :~~:~;~~1tJ'.~ka~:iri~~in 
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FresQ.m~\Jl·.•.]ie¢:p.· veteran squad young 
• •' ••• • •• .j ' • • •• •• - • • • •••• 
By Todd Meyer. · 
The Xavier Newswire· 
Througho~t practices~ post forward. forward. His future seems · ketball" in 1989-90 for his 
OHien· h,as beeri ·using . Conditioning was also to lie more on the outside 
Edwards' 6'8''.)1eight at . emphasized by Grant, but than in on the post " . 
The 199.0~91Xavief · · powel'.forward anci center. he says it won't be a He will be·thefirsi one 
Musketeers·rriay.not h'ave : .. He:~as·b~en pushe~ thus .. · · problem .. "In .high school to admit thai\vhil~ playing 
accomplishments. 
Xavier was ~n easy 
choice for- Walker because 
of its proximity to his 
. home: · "I like the coaches Der~k and Tyron~ ''T'' Jim: fafin:J>ractice', trying to we weren't nearly as tip- · a full-court, pressing game 
back to carry the load~ ~ut> .·. p'Q~clili()n ~ims~lffor ·.. • tempo as Xavier, but ·· at Leo, he faced easier. . and the play,er~at.Xavier," 
a strong recruiting· cl~'ss··: ·.· •.... Xayl~r~~ up.:temj>o·game;. . Coach has gotten us i~ . . competitfon than.he'll.be he added .. ·"Xavier has a 
has .the Muskiest~tiff ..• ·., ':C:. -~·~~ pl~yedup::tempo in · ·. . great shape,"he said .. "The : facing on the college level. · . great\ac.aderrtit•reputation, 
Thinking B'ig". Th."se.\ .· .. higt}'~chq(;I butrtofthis . coliege g~me is a IC>t . "The strength.of the; ~hich;is sornethfog l 
freshman bnng rr)aily.!high . fast,''•.he said;" Phis, 'the . . roughe,r, more physical and players is much greater looked for in a ~chool." 
school accolades:to the,>:. . plays~ n1~d(inore . . .·· definitely more up-tempo.'' here," he said. '.'In high His goals for the season 
coun;inch1ding·two·llig~< . ,con:lplex; 'tex~ctthe • DeWaun Rose comes to school .you didn't.have-to ...• are,to.winthe MCCand to 
school player-o(~the~ytiar · .. : crowcf'to:be.a factor." . :Xavier from Chicago Leo. be very physical to post up. hetp:Xavier return to the 
honors~ ··· · .. ,,,· ·. · <:,:.·; · ,<:.> ,.· Heaveraged16.6points Therearenoshoncuts NCAAs; He~llcontribute 
· ':t;lrianGra·n·t'played hi.s and 9:1.rebounds a·game, here ... You must· ·wor: k. t·o.. b" ··h" ··h ·. · . 'ct d 
Erik Edwards comes:tC>. · hig~\school ·ball in !Ural- wht'le· s.hooti·n· g 5401.."' fro· m at ot s ootmg guar an . . · . . .. . . . • · . . .. . · 7'-' establish· position." . . small forward: · 
Xavierfr()m Wiliningfon, ··.·Qhio.aiGeorgetown:· He the.field and74% from·the Tyrice Walkerisanother The switch·tocollege 
Delaware.' As a:s~nior~ :· . . averaged 193 points, 13.5 · line as a senior. He was 
Erik averaged 3Ct2:p~ill~s . ·.rebounds, arid eight blocks voted Fi'rst Team ·A·ll-Area Ohio product from may easier on him than his 
· · · · · · ·· Hamilton High Schoo.· I. He fellow freshmen~ "The 
and 13.3 rebounds.a game, a game, while shooting 1·n Chi'cago. . . - ·. -· .. · · · . .. . . · · · averaged 22.4 points, 9.3 game we play here is no 
whHe shooting 58%frorn: . : 76% from the field and Xavier wasn. 't the o. nly rebounds and 3 assists a fi 
the field and 80% from the: :.'68% from the line as a .big switch, but it's de i-
line .. Those gaudy nuin_. . - .. senior. Grant gained college Rose visited before game, while shooting 65% . nitely more physical," he 
. . .d . hon···ora· .hie mention All- making his college choice. from th.e field and 61 % said. ':The players you're 
' hers ~ariled.Edwar' S'': : .· ' . "Everywhere elselvisited, from the line .. He was . up against are men, not 
~l~:a;h~~!~r~ar~t~f~ Stat~ hon~~~· the players were i>11nyfog chosen· Ohio's ?Mr. Bas- ~<>Y:~~?. . • > , . · 
· , .. · · •· : ·· • ~.J: ;> . , . 'H · · 'h. · :-.X · ··. . . . b and drinking," he said. ·· · __ _._:..-_---'--'--~-'---::-"""~-'-:---'-,--,-----,.:.,-;-~'--
·.: · .... · .... .-"?.··:.L.-::1< ..• ecose. ay1ere-:- ... j"Th 
1 
· h'h .. d.:.········· .·.· .... ·., .:.· ... ·.o.,;:·:.;~ .. , .. ~ .... :.,":;,:: • ., .. , ..•. ;c ...... -·. 
~~l~l:i~~itrl£'ill~~t:ttr1J~;~~!~'~Xf:~~t ii,e ~~~i~~~.~1~{ '.'MCG PRESE~SdN~rtREDietiom .· . 
sma~~.s(!h9,C)l.:~ ?IJ~~~:,~~~; i; ::_ .. :lneiL ~,·f.()Ok"atwflat he did.· . ~tres~ed. ~~adem1cs. Com~ ·. ·•·· · · · •. :: ; ' · ·. ./· ·· .·. 
family.conceptah.~.cc),ap~:.:,.,:•.fi ··::T·· ·/':::.''--'i••~· -:".·d·· 0· ·. ,· .... ·. mg from _a fellow player, · .. · 1. Xavier_.>~,. . . · · ,· • "' ... :: J. -~ /::c',: .. Clr:. }'.f~ne,,. s;i1_ ran' h . . . " 2 M 'rquette 
. [Pet~J9~!~~?'> h,~·:~~!-~.~ .:}::. . . who:gives;Oilltfri the 6W" .. · .t at was .1~portant.. . . . . . a .. 
''It's alsoea~ier,:toget:.·::. . . .: . : · · .· :· · . ·. ··. The 6 8 Rose sa1d·he. · 3. Detroit··:· · I . , ... ·. ,, .... , ,.. .. .. frame on which dominance . . . b h 
aroull~ .w .~Jl.lllY,·cl~~~~;s;·o . ". can. l>e<built. He h<>PeS. to : . ~a~ _been pra~u~mg. ot 4. Dayton':.< 
- because of.the scho_Ql!,~;?~; · · · contriblite as ~:freshman at · mside .and outside .at s~ Saint l.ouis 
size.'; · · ·.. · . .-::':,· • · ·. · . 6; Evans~ill~ 
Tbe./f~,.()~91 Mu·sketeers 7· L.0 Y01a··.: 
· · ·· · .-·· · .... ·. · · · · ··· · · ·· · · · · · · · .... · · · ·· · · .· · · 8. Butler .. 










NEWSWIRE SPORTS STAFF PREDICTIONS· 


















Colin Park~r < .· 
Maurie~ sr&lliley. · 
.:BrianGranf·· .. ~·. 






' '. ,. . . .~- - ·' 
; . *199<>-91 c~C,~~~ins 
. ' . '- : . . , ~~ '· . -.· . . : ' 
forward· · · · .· 6'8n 







gum,-d · .. . 6'0" 
guard/forward· .. ·· 6'6" · .·· · 
gu8fd/t'ol-ward•: 6'6" 
forward/c~llter 6'8" 
guaid/toAYard • . 6'4" 










618 1 ~ 
61811 
· ··sophomore· 
senior - · 
sophomore 









1. Xavier (4). 
2. Marq~ette(l) .· 
· 3. Detroit . 
. _ ' .4. Loyola · 
5. St Lquis .. 
, 6. Dayton '. 
7. Evansville 
8: Butler · · 
FIRST~TEAM ALL-MCC 
Keith Gailes,.Loyola 
Trevor Powell, Maf.9uette 
. Keir Rogers~ Loyola 
. Scott Shreffler, E~ansville. 
Jamal Walker, Xa~ier 
~'. 
'"''" 
'-----\, ~ ........:_ 
I 
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A conference on the move 
The MCC: where the brightest and tlie :J:)est. collide 
By Lena Ina 
The Xavier Newswire 
After enjoying a year of 
national attention, with 
four teams participating in 
post-season play and five 
players chosen in the 
National Basketball Asso-
ciation draft, the Midwest-
ern Collegiate Conference 
hopes to remain in the 
spotlight. 
As hosts of the 1991 
Final Four in· Indianapolis, 
the MCC schools will be 
working to increase their 
levels of play. The confer-
ence isn't without contro-
versy, though, as two 
members, St. Louis and 
Marquette, are consider-
ing leaving for a new 
conference .. : . . . 
But for now, each team 
has a shot at the confer-
ence title and the NCAA 
benh. 
and our pressure defi 
will run the ball up th 
coun," he said. ·. · 
Collier has'three st 
returning .. Leading the 
pack is forwafd Darin · 
Archbold, who averaged 
22.8 ppg. Also starting are'-. 
center J.P. Brens1 who 
earned all-newcomer 
honors last season, and 
point guard Tim Bowen. · 
The final two spots will be 
filled by seniors Brett 
Etherington and John 
Shoup. 
Newcomers junior 
forward Brian Beauford Beauford's capabilities in 
and freshman guard .. order to get him to flow 
Jermaine· Guice are ex- with the rest of th~ team." 
pected to provide immedi- Big men have come in 
ate help. bunches for the Titans as 
DAYTON-The Flyers also 6'10" forward John 
uses an up-tempo style of Buszka, 6' 10" center Greg 
play. S_econd-year coach· Grant and 6'9" forward 
Jiin O'Brien will have his Canonchet Neves have 
work cut out for him this · bulked up. 
year with 'only one starter · . The starting lineup 
returnirig (rom last year's includes last year's Fresh-
MCC To'urnament Cham- man All-Americans 
pionship team. His system, 
however, relies on an 
extensive use of the 
bench. 
"The high tempo game 
depends on the coach's 
commitment to it;·he has.to 
be totally committed to it. 
With the new players 
coming in, turnovers will 
persist and be more notice.,. 
able.· B.ut it's a fun way.to· 
pJay," expfained Q}jrien. 
·Center Wes ./'''):::: .. who 
averaged'3.2 .. ·' .. 2.9 
rebounds la .. '.ads 
the inexp~ri 
talented tea 




,.. , ··fi:li~:;· 
..... :· ws will rely 
···· cott Shreffler 
· Chandler, who 
ces one of the. 
Keith Gailes, preseason<·· :rebounds lastyear. 
pick for Player-of-~he:. < .. , . · Newcome,rs include 
Year, and Keir Rogers ~il,l' .. >tiansfe,rs forward-Rpn 
be in the forefronfto lea&-· ·:, Curry· (Arizona), guard 
the team this seas.ort'';,, ·· · >. :.Keilh'Stewait 'cPurciue) and. 
"We knew , . ..:::::r_........ . • · :ardJay Zulauf(Bowl~. 
excelle~t p · .. & ··_i:een):' · ·· . 
needed a _.. '."As the · · 
'%'~. Biliikeris:·celebrate their 
........ '' '".fi-..;:1··;:>~1~mrseasbn'ninth-.y'· ear. ' ,we e.e, ........... •. . 
... balariced/>:··:.-'..>coach;Ric.h G~awer will'.be 
Y•: .· . . :.::},_'.; ~j>r~pifring ~:you~g. inexpe;-
,, .guatd Bri~1{i .. ~~ri~~d.foain;that·lacks an · 
.n scdrfrig ori',.>_ <J\nt_ho·ny'Bonner, the 
· ppg)ancl ·:: ·: ·' natiori.'s le~ding rebounder 
MCCi~ ·.· ' .... last year> Q;awer has · 
hooting (43.l . coficede ·.:''W.'''':·foam won'.t 
'year, \\/ill be·:' be as . 'efensive 
....... perimeter. 
'''f'''''· nficie·nce that 
JI be produc~ · . seni 
''''·· Fre.shm~n · F · .,.''' showed· poten-
Hs last season. 
freshman::, ... : fprobJeins off 
:::;::-: .... :,-·,,·.,··,·.". . . 
Salthe, wti "rt;-,~e\was· SUS- ' 
.height th?t;IJ. ·.. c.f rdlrLthe te'am• the 
:n::.;~~/". ; : ; ; ; . . . --~'~;~":Ji~ks ~f the ·. 
~~-·· ·· · -FaCing.;a;;.:_ ... /'~)V~'ye:ialk¢~ a lot about 
····~~~:~~~~~t.: .. ·:~~'.~;~>;\--~~~t1:~~~~~~~;e~~-· w~ .• 
··=:'::~vin. o ·N'ei1t1ta~:;·~).t. ·: came.,hackwi th ~on1mi t~ · 
:::=:' ~6rs phtyink;an:·.:·\;...' ~nie~:l;-~ow,_can ~e ~est .. t1se 
'po, pressure~style '' ' '.,him without ptitting him in 
e.' The no-nonsense ... the doghouse?' We de-
... wiH be using the . · · cided to give him the ball 
.. tion system.with his . _and let him do his·thing," 
:::%: ayers, where he'll try.to. said Grawer. 
Jf'get all the players.in • · Als.o showing signs of 
··:: 
_rks, sen . 
''rk Jewell,·.,.~.· J: .. : ... 
of last season with 
s, .is counted on 
to take charge. 
elopment of center 
. upmann and· 
. · ldridge Bolin 
w ....... e closely monitored. 
LOYOLA-Although 
expected to finish seventh 
in the MCC by both the 
media and coaches, the 
Ramblers are. the only team 
in the conference to have 
all five starters returning. 
Second~year coach Will 
Rey's ·squad is a mixture· of 
vetera11 and inexperienced 
players. ·Senior forwards 
games. "Starters won't get · brilliant play, sophomore 
as much time asJhey used · center' Melvin Robinson is 
to. We have young play~rs counted on heavily to pick 
who are going to play a lot. up the rebounding burden. . 
They may not pfay well . · Grawer will be looking to 
always, but they can.gain. · see if senior forward Jeff 
experience," he explained. ·Luechtefeld can continue 
O'Neill will be looking ·. where he left off at the 
to outstanding senior · National Invitational 
forward Trevor Powell, Tournament last year when 
sixth in the MCC in SCOT- he averaged 13.6 ppg in 
ing and rebounding last five games. Newcomers 
year, to take the leadership include transfer guard 
role. Two qther returning Orfand_o Stewart (Virginia 
staners are ienior guar~ Commonwealth) and 
Mark Angl~ar, an accu- junior college transfers 
rate three-piint shoot~i. forwards Quitman Dillard 
and senior ~nter Rod~: (Paris,Tex.) and Lowell 
Grosse, wti6 averaged 5.0 Jeffries (Belleville, Ill.). .... 
~· 
.. 
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Lady Muskies: rallying around one goal 
By. Emmett Prosser 
The Xavier Newswire 
The men's.basketball 
squad isn't the only team. 
thinking bfg this season; · 
the women's squad,also 
has high expectations for . 
the 1990-91 season. 
fense is the key. "Our 
defense will create our 
offense," _she said. "We 
still. have a ways to go, but 
we are working hard on it." 
She shot over 50 percent 
from the three-point line in 
the Midwestern Collegiate 
Conference last year. She 
is great to watch,'' he 
commented. 
Coach Mark Eplen and 
the Lady Muskies return 
11 of last year's 12 play~ 
ers. If everything falls into 
place, Xavier expects a· 
positive campaign. 
With all the pressure the 
women hope to apply, 
many may think the team 
will tire near the end of 
games. Ehlen is confident 
his bench will come 
through. "With almost 
everyone back, I think 
we'll be more inature," he 
said. "Everyone will 
contribute." 
Possessing a threat such 
as Blanton poses a problem 
for other schools, espe-
cially conference foes. 
Although she may not get 
as many opportunities, she 
looks forward to the 
challenge. "I will have to 
work harder to get my 
shots off," said Blanton. 
"We want a winning 
season,'' said a determined 
Ehlen. "We have molded a 
The new style of defense 
should quick.en the pace of 
the offense. It should 
"It will make me a better 
player." 
If teams do try to 
overplay Blanton, scoring 
opportunities should open 
up for Krn1potich. Ehlen 
will be looking for more 
offensive punch from his 
junior floor leader, w~? is 
fine teamand we expect to open up opportunities for 
do well." Blanton and point guard 
How much of an im- SherylKrmpotich. 
provement this tea':ll will.· Blanton never met a 
show depends on the hoop she didn't like. The 
defense,, .Ehl~n wishes .to, . 5.'5" sei1~0rJrom Lexington 
_1. - ' ; 1 ' f: -· .• ·'."' '·'' ·•. '. • ·: - ;, '- :-·· .•• ,.. •. . • ' ! '". · ... ~ .::: :. '"~ . : . ' - · known for her great defen-
sive skills. 
force an uj:Hempo garne· · · ·· was the)op scorer for the. 
this season. In ·ordet to do . Lady MLlskies fast season. 
this, he hopes ti:> use-full- . She finistie'd fourth in the 
court pressure ·as niLich as nation in three-point 
possible. shooting accuracy at 49 
"We want to press rnore percent. 
'so we can create turn- Ehlen.expects great 
overs," he exp.Iained. things frdm his off-guard 
Senior guard Khn this. yeai:. '.'Kim is a great 
Blanton also.thinks de- offensive weapon for us. 
"I'm looking forward 
for Sheryl to score more 
often," he said. "She will 
also have to provide us 
with the floor leadership 
that !ihe has shown in the 
past." 
Blanton praised her 
1990-91 Lady Musketeers 
No. Name, , . · . Position Ht. Class 
3 Kiri1 Blanton* . : guard 5'5" 
senior 
10 Valerie s·pann guard 5'5"· 
sophomore 
12 Sheryl Krmpotich guard 5'7" 
junior 
15 Annette Trenkamp . guard 5'8" 
sophomore 
21 Yvette· King i guard 5'8" sophomore 
22 Michelle Ernst* : forward 5'10" 
senior 
23 Monique: Greene : forward 5'9" 
sophomore 
30 Carol M~dsenrj] : guard 6'0" 
sophomore 
32 Amy Colborn ; forward/center 6'1 II 
freshman 
33 J ulieCampbell * : forward 6'0". senior 
34 Lori Knannlein center 6'1" 
junior 
42 Tracy Shaffer , forward 5'10" 
junior 
44 Tracey Trgc;wac ' center 6'.2" 
junior 
I 6'3" sophomore 45 Janet Haneberg·:· ! center I 
tjJ Played at Long Beach State; e,ligible to play in 1~91-92 
•:•Played at Purdue; eligible to play in 1991-92 ' 
· ·. · * 199.0-91 Lady Musketeer tri~captairis 
.: . . ,.,'.> 
... .!.· 
MCC PRESEASON PREDICTIONS 
l. Notre Dame 
2. Bl1tle1~ 
3; Marquette 






. ·.·· .. 
9: Saint Louis 
FTRSTTEAM .. SECOND TEAM 
Heidi Ach, Marquette .. 
Krissi Davis, N, Dame 
Karen Robinson, N.Darne 
Diane Starry, Evansville 
Julie YonDielingen, Butler 
backcourt mate. "She is 
very aggressive. She 
works hard arid is a great 
defensive player.". 
Senior Julie Campbell 
should continue leadership'· 
and rebounding. The 6' 
forward led the team last 
year with almost seven 
boards a game. Tracey 
Trgovac and Lori 
Knannlein will split time.in 
the middle. 
Ehlen has been pleased 
with their play. "Tracey 
and Lori have improved 
this year. I'm looking for 
them to help us a lot," he 
said. 
The bench will have to 
play well if Xavier is to 
contend with the rest of the 
league. Yvette King 
sprained an ankle. It is 
unknown when she will 
return. Coach Ehlen is 
expecting explosive things 
when Valerie Spann steps 
on the floor. "Valerie is an 
exciting player who has 
improved greatly," he 
explained. "She should 
give us a spark." 
Also expected to con-
tribute is freshman Amy 
Colborn; who Ehlen thinks 
Kim Blanton, Xavier 
Mandy Chandler, Detroit· 
Kaihra Goodman,Dayton 
Amy Humphries, Evansville 
· (:indy Pruim, Loyola 
is a good athlete who can 
run the floor well. 
Other M CC coaches 
have taken notice to ail 
improved Xavier team. 
The Lady Muskies were 
picked fourth in the MCC 
preseason poll. Only 
Notre Dame, Butler, and 
Marquette were picked 
higher. 
Xavier missed the MCC 
Tournament by one game 
last season. This year, 
everyone is planning the 
trip to Dayton in March. 
"We have a great shot to 
get there, " said Blanton. 
"I 'II be disappointed if we 
don't." 
Ehlen has confidence 
this will be t,he year for his 
team. "We can contend for 
the MCC title as long as 
we work hard. We play 
. well at home, if we take 
our defense on the road, 
we will be successful." 
Xavier opens this season 
at home against Miami 
(OH), who are the defend-
ing Mid-America Confer-
ence champions. An early 
victory would help catapult 
the Lady Muskies into the 
top half of the MCC. 
-
---··- .. ---···········--·· ........ . . . . . 
Page 8-Wednesday, November14, 1990-The Xavier Newswire - *BASKETBALL PREVIEW* 
Notre Dame, Butler lead strong -~i'.!:l·d;· 
be three ladies to watch out year is, "to turn around\he teams in Georgia, ~aid he ;~J'.1~ff~~t~#~{~;;:!~;;/: 
By David Stubenrauch 
The Xavier Newswire 
While men's basketball 
in the Midwestern Colle-
giate Conference has been 
soaring to new heights, 
few people have little 
noted, nor shaJJ ever 
remember, the season 
women's basketbaJJ had 
last year. 
It came down to the last 
game of the season to 
determine the foqr-team 
tournament and the last 
few seconds of the MCC 
title game to determine the 
1990 champions, the Notre 
Dame Fighti_ng Irish. 
As the MCC prepares to 
start anew, the ladies of 
South Bend are favored, 
but as Butler's head coach 
Paulette Stein noted, "there 
is more parity in the MCC 
this year." 
BlJTLEl~-When coach 
Pau.lette Stein's team took 
the floor for practice this 
year, she probably saw a 
lot of women walking in 
all general directions. Last 
year, the Bulldogs came 
within a basket of the 
MCC Tournament Cham-
pionship. "We are still 
reeling from the one point 
loss," said Stein, last year's 
MCC Coach-of-the-Year. 
The rejuvenated Bull-
dogs will be looking to a 
young team to carry them 
back to the top. I 990 pre-
season first team selection, 
Julie VonDielingen should 
be the on-court leader after 
scoring 15.8 ppg and 
grabbing 7.9 rebounds per 
game last season. 
Sophomore point guard 
Mary Majewski will be 
setting up the very young 
and big inside game, which 
includes three freshmen 
who stand at 6' 1 ". Angie 
Bohman, Debbie Fuller 
and Jill Rexwinkle could 
for this winter. 
QAYION-Fifth year 
coach, Sue Ramsey, will 
be watching her team very 
closely. After losing five 
players to graduation, four 
of which were starters, 
Ramsey has a few ques- . 
tiQns. The biggest one is 
who will start .. 
Senior Kaihra 
Goodman, second team 
preseason pick, is the only 
returning starter. Sixth in 
the MCC last year with 7.3 
rebounds a game, she will . 
wand L's [wins and Northwetsern and DePaul. is the "Loyola M?i'Yi:TIO.uil'('<: 
~~~~;VILLE-Lady co:,~:~t;~~',:~~:dsenior !~~~s~'.3":'~ a.·~ii~:~r\~~~?2''? 
Aces headcoach Bill and seven freshmen. NOTRE DAME>TwC>P<Y:··>···· 
Barnett started a press Returning are juniors time defending cB~'ri1pi9ns :.: : 
conference this year by Cindy Prium and Mariann return all fi~e-'st~ri~rs to>.:, . 
saying, "last year was a Murtaugh. Prium is the the highly fav6r6d·t~arh.··<:. 
nightmare." top returning scorer with The Fightirig:.Ifish,led by/··· 
This might be an under- · 14.3 ppg last season, while fourth-year coach Muff~t · · 
statement for what Evans- Martaugh will attempt to McGraw, ·has's~tfor ('t. 
ville had to go through .last recapture the MCC crown themselves the t9i1ghest:. '· ·:-.·. 
year. The team had ·some in assists. Last season, she schedule in ihd~a'gt:1ei·;. On_ 
early promise, but by mid- handed out 6.1 assists per the way are p~W,tfr~otises'' · · 
season, they had lost five game. Tennessee, Louikiii~n~'.;:. ~·:' 
players to injuries. Hawkins, number one in Tech and·defe~4(~g~na~- _' ,: : . ··. 
Leading a healthier 1990 all-time MCC victories tional champibn.Stanf~rd:> 
with 34, is looking Leading Notre:barne is be complemented 
by 6'3" junior 
college transfer, 
Shannon Potee. 
N·C·A· - . . .• to reach a mile- last season's Player~of ~the~ 
stone. With an Year and Tollrnafoent.1 ·. · ... · 
The Lady Flyers· 
also have long-
range shooters in 
sophomores Shari -
Sauder and Janie. · 
Weckesser. Last 
overall record of MVP, Karen Rotiinson/ ,· : . 
199-103 in 11 The 5'6" se~ior:has'ai~ - ::: 
years at Loyola, he ready started th~;,year\vith · 
stands just one the pre-s.ea·son·Piay~rJbr~·"· ' 
,.·victory away from the-Year a»1ard;: ::B'ackillg: ·····• 
200. . . her up in the:front~qi11j'f~·: -~ ' 
MARQUETTE- senior Krissi:baVis wfro;'a(;,.,, 
year, Sauder set .Four starters return . 5 '9", led the te~fn1 H~si year , : · 
school records for to a team that. took i n'rebounding· \Vi th 8.o: .. 
three-point field WOMEN'S ATHLETICS the_ eventual tour- rebOlinds per; game.· ·· 
goals made (12) and nament runners-up, The Fighting·i'~ish have. . 
three-point field '------------------Butler, to overtime one goal in mindthis.)ie<ir 
goals attempted (38). squa~ is senior, first-team last year in the MCC to make the NCAA TOur-· 
DETROIT-Coach Fred MCC selection Diane Championship. The big 
Procter seems rather 
relaxed for a first-year 
coach taking on a team that 
went 7-20 last season and 
lost the second-best scorer 
in the MCC last year in 
Cheryl Day. It·appears 
that he really hasn't looked 
at the big picture, and such 
is the case. Coach Procter 
was given the head coach-
ing position Sept.17, less 
than a month from the first 
practice of the season. 
Detroit will look for 
senior leadership with 5 '9" 
Mandy Chandler. Chan-
dler is the top returning 
scorer (11.7 ppg) and 
rebounder (5.2 rpg). 
Teaming to make a strong 
backcoun is sophomore 
Patrice Martin. 
According to coach 
Procter, the big goal of this 
Starry. Starry finished change this year is on the 
fourth in the conference in coaching side. Former 
scoring last season with 
limited playing time. 
She is joined by senior 
guard Amy Humphries, 
whq was the conference's 
best free throw shooter. last 
year and third in three-
point scoring. 
"Last year's team was a 
team that just never got 
fully assembled because of 
injury and illness," said 
Barnett. ''This season, we 
want to put the players 
back into the roles they are 
. most comfonable with." 
LOYOLA-The "Dean" of 
· MCC coaches, Many 
Hawkins, is taking a young 
1990 squad into what he 
called, "the toughest 
schedule ever at Loyola." 
hincludes three top 50 _ 
coach, Sister Maria Pares, 
stepped down to welcome 
Jim Jabir. Jabir comes to 
Marquette after an 18-11 
season at Sienna College. 
Leading the Warriors is 
senior Heidi Ach. At 6'0", 
sh~ is the Warriors biggest 
scoring threat. "I think 
Heidi is one of the most 
naturally gifted post 
players I've ever seen," 
said 'Jabir. 
Also returning is sopho-
more Counney Romeiser. 
In the 1990 MCC Champi-
onship, she was selected to 
the All Tournament Team. 
Everything is relatively 
. new for coach )abir. "I 
really don't know what to 
expect from this team," 
said Ja.bir. One thing he 
nament. The tou~h early 
schedule and;th¢ possibiP . 
ity of parity irrthis !~ague:. 
could make tlle'ill'iin' easy''' 
. target for a league upse.L 
ST. LOUIS~'199o·w~sa 
rude awakeniilg_(~i-first ;. 
year coach:Stev6:.Cochrall: 
1991 could'b,e;e~~riworse. 
•• • • .~· •• ' • < 
He has. already· riH;knamed 
this year, "ANfghti11are.on 
Pine Street." '.:'<: · · 
'· .... ·' 
St. Louislose.s.fou'r. 
starters from a:t~!lm that 
won just three ga~es la.!!t: . 
year. 
Staying for one more 
year is Carol Groszewski, 
the team's leading · 
rebounder last season with 
4.8 rpg. 
Coach Cochran won't be 
·afraid to dip into a fresh-
man class that includes 
three recruits over 5 'l l ". 
